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October 10, 2008

To Assembly Members and All Interested Parties:
The following summary of legislation lists all of the bills that were referred to the Assembly
Insurance Committee during the 2007-2008 Legislative Session. The bills are organized in
numerical order and the results are indicated. The summary of each bill is not intended to be a
definitive or comprehensive statement of the provisions of the bill. For more detailed
infonnation about any bill, please go to the Assembly's web page at www.assembly.ca.gov and
click on "Legislation."
In addition to policy hearings on insurance legislation, the Assembly Insurance Committee held
five informational hearings addressing key issues facing the state. The hearing topics were: 1)
Workers' Compensation: Permanent and Temporary Disability, 2) the Division of Workers'
Compensation's Electronic Adjudication Management System (EAMS): Is the System Ready and
Does it Serve its Users?, 3) Investments in Urban and Economically Disadvantaged
Communities, 4) Insurance Annuities and Senior Citizens: What is Suitable?
Lastly, the Insurance Committee, in conjunction with the Budget Subcommittee No. 4,
conducted a hearing on the Unemployment Fund Financial Crisis. Both of these committees and
the stakeholders expressed an interest to consider all options for resolving the financial crisis
facing the Unemployment Fund.
For additional information regarding this summary or other activities of the committee, please
contact the committee staff at (916) 319-2086.
Respectt;lly,
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ASSEMBLY INSURANCE COMMITTEE
2007-2008
LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY
Assemblv Bills
AB 166 (Bass) -Public safety personnel: presumption: MRSA skin infections.
Would have added methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureaus (MRSA) or Staph/MRSA skin
infection to the list of disputable presumptions for workers' compensation claims for public
safety personnel. (See also AB 2754, below)
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV Sec. 1 O(c) of the Constitution.
AB 213 (Fuentes)- Workers' compensation: claim adjudication: venue sites.
Would have repealed the employer's right to a change of venue in a workers' compensation case
when a peace officer or firefighter filed the case remotely from where the injury occurred or
where the employee lives, but rather in the locale where the employee's lawyer has his or her
principal office.
Status: Died in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 267 (Calderon)- Annuity sales: seniors.
Would have required an insurance agent or life insurer, when making a recommendation to a
senior consumer for the purchase or exchange of an annuity, to have reasonable grounds for
believing that the recommendation is suitable for the senior based on the facts disclosed by the
senior relating to his or her financial situation and needs.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV Sec. I O(c) of the ConsNtution.
AB 338 (Coto)- Workers' compensation: temporary disability payments.
Extends from two years to five years the period during which an injured workers can receive up
to 104 weeks of temporary disability benefits.
Status: Chapter 595, Statues of 2007.
AB 419 (Lieber)- Workers' compensation: public employees: leaves of absence.
Would have expanded the scope of the law that provides that specified safety officers (police and
firefighters) are entitled to full pay, tax free, for up to one year after an on-the-job injury ("4850
time") in lieu of temporary disability benefits.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would increase workers' compensation costs to some cities and counties by
requiring them to provide certain injured workers a leave of absence without loss of
salary in lieu of regular temporary disability payments. While this benefit is currently
conferred on some sworn peace officers, this bill would expand it to park rangers,
community college police, and many others. Eligibility for this benefit is best left to
locals, not the state, to determine."

AB 507 (De La Torre)- Rating organizations: Internet Web Sites.
Would have required the Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau (WCIRB), a private
entity that is designated by the Insurance Commissioner as his/her "statistical agent" to carry out
specified statutory functions, to make available to the public on its web site information about
whether or not an employer has workers' compensation insurance.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would establish an Internet website to enable any person to identify whether
or not an employer is insured for workers' compensation. This is a laudable goal.
However, I am concerned that the website would not be required to post the effective
dates of coverage of a policy, thereby significantly diminishing the value of the
information. More importantly, the bill does not contain any specified timing in which
the information must be updated, potentially leading to inaccurate information on the
website."

AB 522 (Duvall)- Nonadmitted insurers.
Allows for a short-term extension of surplus line insurance policies without conducting a
"diligent search" of admitted insurers; and makes permanent the law that allows purchasers of
insurance issued by non-admitted insurers the right to cancel certain policies within five days and
have the premium prorated.
Status: Chapter 134. Statues of 2007.
AB 545 (Walters)- Insurance fraud.
Would have authorized the Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS) to request
infom1ation from insurers and the Employment Development Department (EDD) in order to
investigate the eligibility and unlawful application or receipt of benefits provided by CalPERS.
Status: Subsequently amended from an Insurance bill to address an unrelated subject.
AB 550 (Ma)- State Compensation Insurance Fund.
Would have authorized the State Compensation Insurance Fund (SCIF) to apply for a license as a
health care service plan (health plan) under the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act of
1975 and provide health care coverage, as specified.
Status: Subsequently amended from an Insurance bill to address an unrelated subject.
AB 644 (Dymally)- Workers' compensation: fraud: grants.
Would have required any physician who conducts a utilization review evaluation to hold an
identical type of license as that of the physician requesting the treatment. The bill would also
have required the utilization review process to be conducted as a peer-to-peer evaluation process
directed toward an evaluation of the medical treatment requested by the physician treating an
injured worker, and not to an examination of the specialty of the physician requesting the
treatment.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. JO(c) of the Constitution.
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AB 651 (Sharon Runner)- Unemployment compensation: disqualification.
Would have disqualified a person for unemployment insurance benefits for 52 weeks if he or she
is discharged for gross misconduct.

Status: Failed passage in the Assembly Insurance Committee.

AB 720 (De Leon)- Insurance: licenses.
Establishes two new insurance agent license types, a life-only agent license and an accident and
health agent license, in place of the current life agent license; defines the scope of each license
type; and specifies the requirements for licensure and post-licensing continuing education.

Status: Chapter 270, Statutes of 2007.

AB 796 (Insurance)- Insurance.
Updates and clarifies code references and financial stability laws governing insurance
compames.

Status: Chapter 138, Statues of 2007.

AB 797 (Coto)- Insurance: agents.
Authorizes the Insurance Commissioner to issue a limited "automobile-only" insurance agents'
license and authorizes the Continuing Education Curriculum Board (Curriculum Board) to
approve courses in business management practices to qualify for continuing education credit.

Status: Chapter 271, Statutes of 2007.

AB 798 (Insurance)- Unemployment insurance: unemployment compensation benefits.
Deletes obsolete calendar periods which were formerly used to determine unemployment
insurance benefits, and authorizes the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges (CCCs)
to obtain wage data from the Employment Development Department (EDD) on community
college students in order to help assess the contribution of community college classes to changes
m wages.

Status: Chapter 272, Statutes of 2007.

AB 807 (Hancock) -Workers' compensation: medical treatment.
Would have specified that the 24-visit limit on physical medicine services in workers'
compensation cases shall not apply to chiropractic treatment, occupational therapy treatment, and
physical therapy treatment prescribed as follow-up care after surgery when that chiropractic
treatment, occupational therapy treatment, or physical therapy treatment is prescribed in
accordance with evidence-based medical treatment guidelines generally recognized by the
national medical community. (See also AB 1073, below)

Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. 10(c) ofthe Constitution.

AB 812 (Hernandez)-- Workers' compensation: audits.
Authorizes workers' compensation insurers to charge an employer up to three times the estimated
annual insurance premium and audit costs if the employer fails to provide the insurer access to
employment records to conduct a payroll audit.

Status: Chapter 615, Statutes of 2007.
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AB 1008 (Calderon) --Insurance: vehicle service contracts.
Authorizes the sale of vehicle service contracts for vehicle tires, wheels, glass, and non-paint
dent repairs; and authorizes an "obligor" or its parent company to demonstrate to the Insurance
Commissioner a net worth of $100 million in lieu of'purchasing sufficient insurance to cover its
vehicle service contracts obligations. "Obligor" means the entity legally obligated under the
terms of a service contract.
Status: Chapter 326, Statues of 2007.
AB 1051 (Carter)- Insurance: surplus lines tax.
Would have amended the surplus lines regulatory law so that certain contracts to carry out
superfund environmental remediation would not be subject to the surplus lines premium tax.
Status: Amended to address an unrelated subject, but see AB 1088 (Carter), which was signed by
the Governor and addresses this issue.
AB 1073 (Nava) Workers' compensation: medical treatment utilization schedule.
Provides that the 24-visit cap on chiropractic, physical therapy, and occupational therapy
treatments in the workers' compensation system does not apply to these services if they are
provided pursuant to a utilization schedule adopted by the Administrative Director of the
Division ofWorkers' Compensation.
Status: Chapter 621, Statutes of 2007.
AB 1088 (Carter)- Surplus line brokers: taxation.
Clarifies the law to ensure that the risk finance portion of any blended finite risk product used in
the financing of state or federal superfund groundwater remediation projects is not subject to the
surplus lines tax.
Status: Chapter 654, Statutes of 2008.
AB 1107 (Arambula)- Unemployment compensation benefits: drought-related
unemployment.
Would have increased the allowable maximum earnings from $25 (or 25% ofwages) to $200 per
week that a person eligible for unemployment compensation may keep as a result of a loss of
work from the 2008 drought.
Status: Vetoed by Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would allow workers who lost their job as a result of the drought
conditions of this past June to receive weekly wages of $200 without impacting
their weekly unemployment insurance benefit amount. While I am supportive of
the concept of this measure, any increase in unemployment benefit payments
would negatively impact the fragile Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund.
California is currently experienced a high unemployment rate that is already
stressing the Fund and any increase in unemployment benefits further contributes
to Fund inadequacies. It is essential that we ensure the Fund is able to continue to
provide benefits to those in need as we work to stimulate the economy and get
more individuals back to work.
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Further, the fact that drought conditions have led to increased unemployment in
agriculture and other industries is more evidence of why California needs to enact
a comprehensive water reform package immediately. California has needed water
reform for decades, and the failure to address the state's needs has led us to where
we are today. If we had enacted comprehensive water reform twenty, or even ten,
years ago, we could have avoided the loss of jobs and disruption to business that
this drought is causing. The failure to enact comprehensive water reform hurts
employers and employees in agriculture and other industries, slows development
and business growth, and negatively impacts the environment.
The impact of our water crisis on jobs and our economy will continue to grow
unless we act immediately. Even if the current drought abates, the court-ordered
restrictions on the Delta will continue to impact industries that rely heavily on a
readily available water supply. I am again calling on the Legislature to work with
me to place a comprehensive water bond on the ballot."
AB 1115 (Sharon Runner)- Peace officers: accidents.
Expands the definition of authorized emergency vehicle used in the performance of duty by a
peace officer or firefighter to include situations where the vehicle has been rented or leased by
the employer for official purposes.
Status: Chapter 85, Statues of 2008.
AB 1212 (Nunez) Workers' compensation: permanent disability.
Would have directed the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers' Compensation to
revise the permanent disability rating schedule to increase ratings based on empirical studies of
ratings and wage losses.
Status: Subsequently amended from an Insurance bill to address a unrelated subject.
AB 1269 (Hernandez)- Workers' compensation: burn cases.
Authorizes the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers' Compensation to adopt a
special fee schedule for inpatient facilities in bum cases.
Status: Chapter 697, Statutes of 2007.
AB 1271 (Carter)- Life insurance: disclosures relating to replacement coverage.
Would have required an agent to prepare a contract comparison summary ofthe coverage
provided by the existing and replacing insurers and would have required that information be
included in the replacement notice information concerning surrender charge penalties and
interest rates.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. 10(c) of the Constitution.
AB 1293 (Benoit)- Workers' compensation: liquidation estate.
Would have required the liquidation estate of Fremont Indemnity Company to forward to
specified school district employers a lump sum not to exceed $8,000,000 for the express purpose
of.covering those claims already paid by the school district employers, as well as those
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liabilities incurred and to be incurred, for any self-insured retention transferred to Fremont
Indemnity Company prior to January 1, 2000.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. IO(c) ofthe Constitution.

AB 1341 (Benoit)-- Workers' Compensation: temporary disability.
Would have extended the period during which an injured worker can receive up to 104 weeks of
temporary disability benefits.
Status: Failed passage in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 1364 (Benoit)- Workers' compensation.
Requires certain insurers to place larger workers' compensation deposits in California if their
horne state law on insolvency does not conform to California law.
Status: Chapter I I 7, Statutes of 2007.
AB 1401 (Aghazarian)- Insurance fraud: assessments.
Would have increased from $1,300 to $5,100 the annual assessment on insurers to fund the
activities of the Fraud Division ofthe Department of Insurance (DOl); renamed annual fees
funding anti-fraud activities ofDOI as special purpose assessments; allowed insurers to recoup
special purpose assessments from insured customers; and, required the DOl to report information
about the operations of the Fraud Division annually on the DOl Web site.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. IO(c) ofthe Constitution.
AB 1565 (Lieber) Insurance policies: nonprofit organizations.
Would have provided that a property insurance policy covering a place of religious observance
or practice cannot be cancelled or nonrenewed, nor can the premium be increased, based on a
claim occurring as a result of any crime committed against the insured property. This bill
defined "place of religious observance or practice," defined "religious" as it relates to a crime
against a place of religious observance or practice, and redefined the existing Insurance Code
definition of hate crimes for property insurance purposes.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"Existing law provides a narrow exception to insurance law in order to protect places
of religious observance from having their property insured cancelled due to a hate
crime against the property. This bill would expand this law to apply to any crime
committed against the property.
While hate crimes against any property cannot be condoned in any way, existing law
provides adequate protections for places of religious observance subject to hate crimes.
Insurance law, as governed by the provisions of the voter-approved Proposition 103,
provides that rates shall not be excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory. The
expansion of law proposed by this measure so strictly limits how insurers may calculate
premiums it is contrary to both the general spirit and application of Proposition 103."
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AB 1619 (Benoit) --Insurer licensing.
Would have authorized insurers and health care service plans to apply for a license to offer a
single policy providing both health care services and workers' compensation benefits.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. JO(c) of the Constitution.
AB 1624 (Niello) Public employees: retirement: workers' compensation.
Would have allowed the Board of the Public Employees Retirement System to convert a patrol
employee's disability retirement to a service retirement if the retiree engages in employment as a
peace officer, or if the retiree, under certain circumstances, refuses to submit to a medical
examination; authorizes an employer, insurer, or third-party administrator to disclose medical
information to an investigator of the Department of the California Highway Patrol for purposes
of a workers compensation fraud investigation; and provided that the supplemental job
displacement benefit is not payable to a peace officer who is eligible for the maximum service
retirement benefit.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. 1O(c) of the Constitution.
AB 1636 (Mendoza)- Insurance: renewal: liability.
Would have required an injured employee to receive a voucher for supplemental job
displacement benefits under the workers' compensation system within 74 days of the
determination that the disability is permanent and stationary, if the employee has not been
offered alternative employment or returned to work within 60 days of the disability becoming
permanent and stationary.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill attempts to address a legitimate problem in the workers' compensation system.
Ensuring that injured workers have access to supplemental job displacement benefit
vouchers in a timely manner is an essential component of our comp system.
Unfortunately, rather than addressing existing problems this bill will create more
problems. The procedures proposed by this bill for the issuance of vouchers are vague
and will encourage litigation over when the vouchers are to be issued and in what
amount. We have worked too hard to remove unnecessary litigation from the work comp
system to now let it back in.
I encourage the proponents of this measure to work with employers, insurers, and the
Division of Workers' Compensation to find a more appropriate solution to the problems
with current law."

AB 1639 (Duvall)- Insurance: licensing.
Prohibits continuing education provider who is also an insurance agent-broker licensee from
claiming continuing education credit for its own approved self-study courses, requires all persons
transacting surplus line insurance to be individually licensed as a surplus line broker, reduces
surplus line broker license fees, and applies the more extensive fictitious business name rules
that apply to agents and brokers to independent and public insurance adjusters.
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Status: Chapter 122, Statutes of 2007.

AB 1671 (Ruskin)- Insurance: California Automobile Assigned Risk Plan.
Would have clarified that an assigned risk policy could be nonrenewed if the policyholder no
longer meets initial eligibility requirements.
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. 10(c) of the Constitution.
AB 1682 (Benoit)- Insurance: State Compensation Insurance Fund.
Would have increased from 5 to 11 the number of members on the board of directors of the State
Compensation Insurance Fund. (See also AB 1874, SB 1195, below)
Status: Died pursuant to Art. IV, Sec. 1O(c) of the Constitution.
AB 1699 (Duvall)- Insurance: surplus line brokers' fees.
Requires surplus line brokers transacting only on behalf of a surplus line organization to pay in
advance a filing fee of $250 per year or part of a year. All other surplus line brokers would be
required to pay in advance a filing fee of $500 per year.
Statues: Chapter 29, Statutes of 2008.
AB 1752 (Calderon)- Insurance: California Earthquake Authority.
Would have required the California Earthquake Authority (CEA) to conduct a study, within
existing resources, to determine the impact of the State of California serving as the sole reinsurer
of CEA and to report findings to the Legislature by January 1, 2010.
Status: Died in the Assembly Appropriations Committee.
AB 1874 (Coto) -State Compensation Insurance Fund.
Provides that the Board ofDirectors of the State Compensation Insurance Fund is composed of
11 members, 9 of whom shall be appointed by the Governor. The members appointed by the
Governor would include one from organized labor and the others would be required to have
substantial experience in various positions, as specified. The Speaker of the Assembly would
appoint one member who would represent organized labor, and the Senate Committee on Rules
would appoint one member who shall have been a policyholder of the State Compensation
Insurance Fund or an officer or employee of a policyholder.
Status: Chapter 322, Statutes of 2008.
AB 1906 (Salas) -Insurance: identity theft.
Would have added identity theft to the 21 existing classes of insurance that may be transacted in
California, provided that identity theft insurance includes insurance against costs associated with
reestablishing credit, reclaiming financial identity, and communicating with banks, credit
agencies, and other financial institutions, and set forth related legislative findings and
declarations regarding identity theft.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"While I remain concerned about the prevalence of identity theft in California,
this bill is unnecessary. Existing law gives full regulatory authority to the
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California Department of Insurance over insurers, agents and brokers, and even
out-of-state companies selling identity theft insurance in California."

AB 1910 (Coto)- Insurance: community development investments.
Would have required major insurance companies to develop a policy on community development
investments that expressed their goals for these investments, and to file these policy statements
with the Insurance Commissioner.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"The historic delay in passing the 2008-2009 State Budget has forced me to
prioritize the bills sent to my desk at the end of the year's legislative session.
Given the delay, I am only signing bills that are the highest priority for
California. This bill does not meet that standard and I cannot sign it at this
time."

AB 2044 (Duvall)- Insurance licensees.
Establishes a "citation and fine" program for minor violations of the Insurance Code, clarifies
several provisions of law relating to continuing education of agents and brokers, and makes a
number of minor amendments to the laws governing agents and brokers.
Status: Chapter 300, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2081 (Coto)- Workers' compensation.
Would have prohibited kickbacks from a utilization review company to a third party
administrator (TP A) as an inducement for the TPA to refer a workers' compensation claim for
utilization review, and would have clarified the law that authorizes a private corporation that has
all of its shareholders working for the company to exclude these officer/shareholders from
workers' compensation coverage.
Status: Vetoed by Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would impose a burden of proof standard and a reporting requirement on
employers when the employer wishes to exclude employees from workers'
compensation coverage because of the employees' status as officers or directors of
a corporation. The bill also adds new disclosure requirements and prohibitions on
rebates and similar inducements to the utilization review process to the Labor
Code.
The laudable goal of reducing misclassification of employees as exempt
shareholder officers does not warrant abandoning the usual burden of proof of
preponderance of the evidence. There is no other workers' compensation statute
that uses this heightened burden of proof. Enforcement action specifically
targeting unscrupulous practices is a more appropriate way of addressing the
problem than establishing a "clear and convincing" burden of proof.
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The bill's provisions relating to prohibited payments by claims administrators in
relation to utilization review are deficient as they apply only to entities defined as
claims administrators and not to natural persons who are claims adjusters.
Additionally, the requirement to file annual reports regarding denials of treatment
will impose heavy administrative and economic burdens on utilization review
entities. "

AB 2091 (Fuentes)- Workers' compensation: annual study: access to pharmacy services.
Requires that the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers Compensation contract
with an independent consulting firm to study ifthere is adequate access for injured workers of
pharmacy services and prescription drugs and, if necessary, adjust the reimbursement rates under
the Medi-Cal fee schedule.
Status: Chapter 193, Statues of2008.
AB 2103 (Plescia) -Horse racing: thoroughbred racing: workers' compensation.
Extends the sunset date, from January 1, 2009 to January 1, 2014, on a deduction from
parimutuel wagering on thoroughbred horse racing in order to defray the costs of workers'
compensation insurance.
Status: Chapter 443, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2137 (Saldana)- Insurance: rescission of long-term care contracts.
Requires insurers to maintain a record of all policy rescissions involving long-term care contracts
and furnish specified data to the Insurance Commissioner.
Status: Chapter 227, Statues of 2008.
AB 2139 (De La Torre) -Auto insurance: in-home support services.
Would have prevented an auto liability insurance policy from excluding coverage for the purpose
of using the vehicle to perform in-home supportive services.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"In 2005, I vetoed a substantially similar bill and encouraged the Legislature and
insurance industry to address the narrow situation where those driving their own
family members to medical appointments are not considered as driving during the
course of employment.
This bill, however, did not incorporate that suggestion, and as such, does not
address the fundamental fairness issue for consumers. Insurers must be able to
manage the risk they assume and charge insureds appropriate rates to cover that
risk. This bill would subject all drivers, including many that also work for
similarly low wages as In-Home Support Services (IHSS) workers, to subsidize
the increased premium costs associated with the increased risks these particular
insured represent.
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Without question, lliSS workers perform an invaluable service for California's
most vulnerable citizens allowing them to remain in their own homes. That being
said, there are a great number of invaluable services that are performed everyday
that benefit millions of our citizens. This bill would cause just one classification
of employment to be exempt from the insurance rating factors that affect all other
consumers."

AB 2143 (De Leon)- Insurance: fraud assessment fees.
Extends the sunset date for funding of the Department oflnsurance's Fraud Division and the
Organized Automobile Fraud Activity Interdiction Program.
Status: Chapter 445, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2150 (Berg)- Insurance: sales designations.
Prohibits an insurance broker or agent from using a senior designation (a title that suggests
special expertise) in any oral or written communication used to sell insurance to a senior unless
specified conditions have been met; defines "senior designation;" establishes the conditions
under which a senior designation may be used; and sets up a process for the Insurance
Commissioner to approve an organization that issues senior designations.
Status: Chapter 327, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2181 (Ruskin)- Workers' compensation: reports of occupational injury or illness.
Eliminates duplicative requirements for insurers and employers in the reporting of on-the-job
mJunes.
Status: Chapter 740, Statues of 2008.
AB 2203 (De Leon) -Insurance: foreign investments.
Increases the limit on the amount of foreign investments that California-based insurance
companies may make from 4% to 20% of assets, and prohibits investments by these insurers in
foreign countries designated by the Secretary of State as sponsors of terrorism.
Status: Chapter 129, Statutes of 2008
AB 2268 (Fuentes)-- Insurance: rating organizations.
Would have required an insurance rating organization to waive a copyright claim on data or
reports filed with the Insurance Commissioner as a condition of obtaining or retaining a state
license.
Status: Died in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 2351 (Garrick)- Workers' compensation: medical treatment utilization reviews.
Would have eliminated the requirement that insurers and employers provide notices approving
treatment that has already been provided, and extended the time for them to provide retrospective
notices delaying, denying, or modifying treatment from 30 calendar days to 30 working days.
Status: Failed passage in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 2407 (Tran)- Unemployment compensation; disability benefits: payment of benefits.
Would have deleted the requirement that the Employment Development Department include a
specific statement on each payment of unemployment compensation and disability benefits.
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Status: Died in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 2464 (Duvall)- Annuity sales: disclosure.
Would have implemented the National Association oflnsurance Commissioners model
regulations governing annuity sales, including providing a disclosure document to a consumer
that outlines features of the annuity contract, as well as a buyer's guide containing general
information about annuities.
Status: Died in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
AB 2465 (Duvall) -Insurance: replacement of life and annuity policies.
Allows a life insurer to comply with a conversion provision in a policy by converting the policy
into an affiliated company.
Status: Chapter 463, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2688 (De La Torre) -Assigned risk plan: motor vehicle operator reports.
Authorizes automobile insurers to use the same reports to verify driving records of assigned risk
policyholders that they use for voluntary market policyholders.
Status: Chapter 42, Statues of 2008.
AB 2692 (Hernandez) Insurance: workers' compensation.
Would have required the Insurance Commissioner, by regulation, to establish a rate regulation
system for workers' compensation insurance based on loss ratios.
Status: Died in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
AB 2731 (Emmerson)- Insurance: qualified custodian.
Changes the definition of a "qualified custodian" for purposes of regulating domestic admitted
insurers' deposits by expanding the definition to include custodian banks that have their principal
place ofbusiness in California.
Status: Chapter 78, Statues of 2008.
AB 2754 (Bass)- Public safety personnel: MRSA skin infections.
Adds methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus skin infection as an additional condition that is
presumedto be work-related for safety employees (police and fire fighters), making them
eligible for work-related disability retirement benefits, and workers compensation benefits based
on the presumption.
Status: Chapter 684, Statutes of 2008.
AB 2800 (Huffman)- Automobile insurance: rates.
Would have allowed insurers to apply a different rating factor for insurer-verified miles driven
annually for purposes of automobile insurance rates.
Status: Died in the Senate.
AB 2956 (Coto)- Insurance: agents and brokers.
Provides that an insurance agent is a person who transacts insurance other than life, disability, or
health insurance, on behalf of an admitted insurance company. States that it is presumed that a
person is acting as an insurance broker if the person is licensed to act as an insurance broker,
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maintains a specified bond, and discloses specific information to the consumer. Provides that the
presumption of broker status is rebutted if specified facts exist, or based on the totality of the
circumstances.
Status: Chapter 304, Statutes of 2008.

AB 2969 (Lieber)- Workers' compensation: medical treatment utilization reviews.
Would have required that any physician who is conducting a medical treatment utilization be
licensed in California.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would require a physician conducting utilization review in the workers'
compensation system to be licensed in California. Such a requirement would be
inconsistent with how utilization review is conducted in other areas of medicine in and
not in line with best practices nationwide. The proponents of this measure have not
demonstrated a need for this disparity in treatment."

AB 2975 (Keene)- Unemployment insurance: temporary employers.
Would have required a temporary services employer and a leasing employer to contract in
writing with clients or customers to supply workers to perform services for the client or the
customer.
Status: Died in the Assembly Appropriations Committee.
AB 2987 (Benoit)- Workers' compensation: supplemental job disability benefits.
Would have advanced the point in time that an injured worker's right to receive the supplemental
job displacement benefit is triggered. Would have specified that an injured worker is entitled to
receive the supplemental job displacement benefit if he or she does not return to work within 60
days of the date that the first report received by a claims administrator from a treating physician,
agreed medical examiner, or qualified medical examiner indicates the injured worker suffers
from a permanent impairment.
Status: Died in the Senate.
AB 3054 (Insurance)- Insurance.
Would have corrected and clarified several insurance laws. Would have required automobile
insurance policies to provide for the replacement of a child passenger restraint system if the
system was in the vehicle and it sustained a loss covered by the policy.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"The historic delay in passing the 2008-2009 State Budget has forced me to
prioritize the bills sent to my desk at the end of the year's legislation session.
Given the delay, I am only signing bills that are the highest priority for California.
This bill does not meet that standard and I cannot sign it at this time.
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AB 3055 (Insurance)- Insurance: Guarantee Association.
Permits the California Insurance Guarantee Association (CIGA) to issue bonds for an additional
two years beyond the current sunset date, but will not change the amount of bonds that CIGA
could issue, allows CIGA to recover excess payments on a covered claim through arbitration or
an administrative hearing, and makes other technical and clarifying changes.
Status: Chapter 80, Statutes of 2008.
AB 3056 (Insurance)- Unemployment compensation: retraining benefits.
Extends from January 1, 2010, to January 1, 2015, the sunset date on an existing program that
allows eligible unemployment insurance (UI) claimants who lack competitive jobs skills to
receive UI compensation while attending retraining programs approved by the Employment
Development Department.
Status: Chapter 507, Statutes of 2008.
AB 3057 (Insurance)- Insurance: vehicles.
Corrects two obsolete references to law governing the sale of automobile insurance.
Status: Chapter 107, Statutes of 2008.
AJR 56 (Swanson)- Unemployment benefits.
Encourages the federal government to expand the length of time an unemployed worker may
collect unemployment benefits.
Status: Chapter 83, Statutes of 2008.

SENATE BILLS
SB 116 (Maldonado)- Unemployment compensation benefits: freezing weather.
Increases the allowable maximum earnings from $25 (or 25%ofwages) to $200 per week that a
person eligible for unemployment compensation may keep as a result of a loss of work from the
2007 Winter Freeze.
Status: Chapter 289, Statutes of 2007.
SB 133 (Aanestad)- Title insurance: title solicitors.
Requires persons who market, negotiate, or sell title insurance to register with the Insurance
Commissioner and become subject to enforcement actions.
Status: Chapter 280, Statutes of 2008.
SB 316 (Yee)- Insurance.
Eliminates the requirement that workers' compensation insurers place 65% of written premium in
reserve; would require the Commission on Health, Safety and Workers' Compensation to
conduct a study of the insolvency problems of workers' compensation insurers within the past 10
years, at a cost of up to $1 million, funded equally by an assessment on workers' compensation
insurers and the Workers' Compensation Revolving Fund.
Status: Chapter 437, Statutes of 2007.
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SB 339 (Scott) -Insurance: excess funds investment.
Allows a domestic incorporated insurer to invest its excess funds in a wider variety of
investments than allowed under current law.
Status: Chapter 297, Statutes of 2007.
SB 357 (Cox)- Life insurance: group policies.
Decreases the number of employees needed to qualify for group life insurance from 10 to two,
allows the premium for group life insurance to be paid entirely by employees, eliminates the
requirement that 75% of employees choose to be covered by group life insurance, increases the
allowable amount of life insurance coverage for dependents, increases the age for eligible
dependents from 22 to 24 years for purposes of group life insurance, and decreases the number
of employees needed to qualify for group disability insurance from three to two.
Status: Chapter 78, Statutes of 2007.
SB 430 (Machado)- Insurance: California Earthquake Authority.
Creates a new assessment authority for the California Earthquake Authority (CEA) to replace an
assessment authority that is sunsetting, clarifies the power of the CEA Board of Directors to
impose conditions on insurance companies applying to become participating insurers, and
redefines the term "available capital" for purposes of the CEA law.
Status: Chapter 303, Statutes of 2007.
SB 557 (Wiggins)- Workers' compensation: audiolgoists.
Would have added doctors of audiology, who meet specified requirements, to those medical
professionals who may be appointed by the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers'
Compensation as a qualified medical evaluator of medical-legal issues arising in disputed
workers compensation cases.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would allow audiologists to issue qualified medical evaluator (QME) reports
relative to workers' compensation claims.
Although SB 557 would allow audiologists to issue a QME report, it would still require
the final diagnosis to be made by a physician as audiologists are not able to render
disability determinations in the workers' comp system. This could result in unnecessary
delays for injured workers and increased costs to the system by delaying prompt
resolution of claims. In addition, the proponents of this measure have not demonstrated
an unmet need for evaluating hearing loss in the workers' comp system."

SB 573 (Scott)- Annuity sales: seniors.
Would have established a regulatory structure that requires life insurance companies and agents
to determine the suitability of an annuity product for the particular senior customer before selling
the policy.
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Status: Retained in the Assembly Insurance Committee for interim study. Interim hearing held
on the subject (see Appendix 3 of this report).

SB 629 (Correa)- Automobile insurance: peace officers.
Repeals a provision of insurance law that applies only to peace officers and firefighters that
requires any peace officer or firefighter who has been involved in an accident to submit to his/her
automobile insurance company a written declaration stating whether at the time of the accident
he/she was operating an authorized emergency vehicle in the performance of duty.
Status: Chapter 211, Statutes of 2007.
SB 726 (Alquist)- Workers' compensation: benefits: presumption: blood-borne infectious
disease.
Would have established a one-county, one-year filing period for a retroactive blood-borne
infection presumption for specified public safety professionals for the purposes of workers'
compensation eligibility.
Status: Died in the Assembly Appropriations Committee.
SB 727 (Kuehl)- Unemployment and disability compensation benefits: family members.
Would have extended eligibility for temporary disability insurance benefits to employees who
are not able to work due to their taking care of a grandparent, grandchild, sibling, or parent-inlaw.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
This bill, along with two others I am returning without my signature,
would significantly expand California's workplace leave laws. While
some expansion of existing law may have merit, these laws in
combination are too expansive and also fail to recognize the need for
reforms to current law.
California has the strongest employment leave and workplace
protection laws in the country. While these laws have been enacted
with the best of intentions, they have also caused much confusion for
employers and employees. Unfortunately, many California-only
standards in areas such as family leave, overtime, and meal and rest
periods have been developed haphazardly and have resulted in needless
litigation that has created a perception that California is not
friendly to business.
Instead of expanding the confusing network of laws that presently
exist, employers and employees should be working together to
eliminate confusion and create a system of workplace laws that
protects workers, provides reasonable leave requirements, and offers
both employers and employees flexibility to meet their respective
needs.
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SB 739 (Calderon)- Life insurance.
Would have exempted life insurance policies of $15,000 or less intended to be used for funeral
expenses from the requirement that prospective senior policyholders receive at least a 24-hour
advance notice before a life insurance agent can meet the senior in the senior's home.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"Last year, I vetoed similar legislation that would have granted an exemption from the
current requirement that seniors be given 24-hour notice in advance of any attempt to
meet in a senior's home to discuss the sale of a burial or funeral policy. I stated my
belief that this notice requirement creates an important "bright line" test that insurance
agents know not to cross and is a sound consumer protection practice.
Although this measure provides additional notice requirements to attempt to protect
against fraud, I remain unconvinced ofthe need to deviate from the current 24-hour
notice requirement. Asking an agent to wait one day before meeting in someone's
home is a minor request in order to protect seniors against fraud."

SB 869 (Ridley-Thomas)- Workers' compensation insurance: coverage program.
Requires an existing workers compensation insurance coverage program maintained by the
Labor Commissioner to identify unlawfully uninsured employers and authorizes the Labor
Commissioner to prioritize targets for the program in consideration of available resources,
revises reporting requirements, requires reports to be posted on the Labor Commissioner's web
site, and expands the purposes for which funds in the Workers' Compensation Administration
Revolving Fund may be used to include enforcement of the insurance coverage program.
Status: Chapter 662, Statutes of 2007.
SB 906 (Runner) Workers' compensation: claims processing.
Would have clarified processing and submission of pharmacy claims and other medical service
claims in the workers' compensation system.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"Although the purpose of this bill is to clarify that a provider of medical treatments and
services in the workers' compensation system may contract out the performance of
specified functions, I am concemed that some provisions of this bill may inadvertently
undermine existing law. For instance, this bill appears to force health plans that cover
medical services later determined to be workers' compensation injuries to accept a loss
on their outstanding health plan liens against workers' compensation insurers. In
addition, by providing that the changes it makes are declaratory of existing law, this
bill would unfairly impact existing liens in the system.
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I believe these concerns can be addressed easily with minor amendments to the bill. I
encourage the proponents to work to make these changes and pass a revised bill as soon
as possible next year."

SB 936 (Perata)- Workers' compensation: permanent disability schedule.
Would have increased the number of weeks that permanent disability benefits are paid, thereby
increasing the amount of money received for each percent of disability. (See also SB 1717,
below)
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"In 2004, we enacted historic reforms that replaced a workers' compensation system
fraught with inefficiencies and plagued by litigation with a system centered on
objective medical findings and helping injured workers return to work. As a result,
rates have dropped over 60 percent, employers have saved billions of dollars, and
return-to-work rates have increased.
One of the reasons the reforms have succeeded is the change made to the way we
determine a worker's permanent disability. A highly subjective system that encouraged
litigation has been replaced by one that uses objective American Medical Association
guidelines as the basis for determining the severity of a worker's injury.
Some have expressed concerns that this change has reduced benefits too severely. To
that end, my Administration has conducted an extensive review ofthe data from both
the new and old disability rating schedules to determine what, if any, changes need to
be made to the new system so that injured workers receive appropriate benefits. This
bill, on the contrary, arbitrarily doubles the number of weeks a person may be eligible
to receive permanent disability benefits. It substantially increase costs for all
permanent disability awards regardless of severity and without relying on empirical
data to validate the increase. I cannot support making such arbitrary changes to the
system we worked so hard to reform.
Instead, I am directing the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers'
Compensation to finalize her review of the new schedule and commence rulemaking as
soon as possible to make any changes deemed necessary."

SB 942 (Migden)- Workers' compensation: disability.
Would have removed impediments to eligibility for supplemental job displacement (retraining)
benefits.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill attempts to address a legitimate problem in the workers' compensation
system. Ensuring that injured workers have access to supplemental job
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displacement benefit vouchers in a timely manner is an essential component of
our comp system.
Unfortunately, rather than addressing existing problems this bill will create
more problems. The procedures proposed by this bill for the issuance of
vouchers are vague and will encourage litigation over when the vouchers are to
be issued and in what amount. We have worked too hard to remove
unnecessary litigation from the work comp system to now let it back in.
I encourage the proponents of this measure to work with employers, insurers,
and the Division ofWorkers' Compensation to find a more appropriate solution
to the problems with current law. "

SB 972 (McClintock)- Insurance: multiple employer welfare arrangements.
Would have established a regulatory structure to license new multiple employer welfare
arrangements.
Status: Failed passage in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
SB 1038 (B,F,&I) -Insurance.
Makes technical corrections, deletes a redundant section oflaw, and streamlines the deadline for
district attorneys to submit applications to participate in the Automobile Insurance Fraud
Program.
Status: Chapter I 00, Statutes of 2007.
SB 1115 (Migden) -Workers' compensation: permanent disability reports: apportionment.
Would have prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, religious creed, color, national origin,
age, gender, marital status, sex or genetic predisposition in the process of apportioning medical
causation for purposes of determining an employer's liability for the permanent disability of an
employee injured on the job.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill is intended to provide that race, religious creed, color, national origin, age,
gender, marital status, sex, or genetic predisposition shall not be considered a cause or
other factor of disability when determining apportionment of disability for the purposes
of workers' compensation. While I support the intent of this measure, I do not believe it
is necessary. Current law, as well as court rulings, adequately protects injured workers
from inappropriate application of apportionment statutes. In addition, I am concerned
that the manner in which this bill is worded could inadvertently create new ambiguities
in the law and result in increased litigation."

SB 1145 (Machado) -State Compensation Insurance Fund.
Restructures the governance of the State Compensation Insurance Fund; allows the board to
appoint six additional exempt positions in addition to the president, with salaries to be set by the
board; applies the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act to meetings of the board; and applies the
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Milton Marks Post government Employment Restrictions Act to members of the board and other
executive level employees.
Status: Chapter 344, Statutes of 2008.

SB 1167 (Wiggins)- Insurance: vehicle repair task force.
Would have required the Insurance Commissioner to convene a task force, as specified, to
review issues arising from implementation of the automobile repair anti-steering statute, and to
report its findings to the Legislature by December 31, 2009.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"The historic delay in passing the 2008-2009 State Budget has forced me to prioritize the
bills sent to my desk at the end of the year's legislative session. Given the delay, I am
only signing bills that are the highest priority for California.
This bill does not meet that standard and I cannot sign it at this
time."

SB 1173 (Scott)- Unemployment insurance: motion picture industry.
Extends, from 30 days to 45 days, the time period within which a motion picture payroll services
company must notify the motion picture production companies and allied motion picture services
companies of its intent to quit business. The bill also authorizes a motion picture payroll
services company to extend a current voluntary plan for disability benefits to workers of
affiliated professional entities.
Status: Chapter39I, Statutes 200.
SB 1216 (Scott)- Insurance: long-term care.
Requires long-term care insurers to pay interest on accepted claims, accepted on or after
December 1, 2008, that are not paid within timeframes required by state regulations.
Status: Chapter I 7I, Statues of 2008.
SB 1224 (Machado)- Insurance: viatical and life settlement contracts.
Would have expanded the definition of security to include a fractional or proportional interest in
a life insurance policy benefit, including a viatica! settlement contact. Would have enacted the
Life Settlement Consumer Protection Act of 2008, a comprehensive regulatory system for life
settlements.
Status: Returned to Chief Clerk pursuant to Joint Rule 62(a). (But see SB I 543, below)
SB 1271 (Cedillo)- Workers' compensation: cancer presumption.
Gives specified federal firefighter contractors and State Office of Emergency Services fire and
rescue services coordinators the right to the workers' compensation "cancer presumption" for
which certain California public sector firefighters are eligible.
Status: Chapter 747, Statues of 2008.
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SB 1279 (Maldonado)- Insurance: electronic records.
Deletes the requirement that insurer financial statements be filed in hard copy with the
Department of Insurance in triplicate, deletes the requirement that the Insurance Commissioner
certify and provide copies of surety and bail agent information to county clerks and requires the
Insurance Commissioner to publish and maintain records in electronic form and handle
transactions electronically, to the extent not otherwise prohibited by law.
Status: Chapter 351, Statues of2008.
SB 1338 (Migden)- Workers' compensation: predesignation of physician.
Would have deleted the sunset date on the law that authorizes a worker to predesignate his/her
personal treating physician as the treating physician in the event of a workplace injury, and
would have deleted the requirement that the Division of Workers' Compensation prepare a report
evaluating the predesignation program.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill repeals the sunset date for the provision of workers' compensation law that
allows a small number of employees to predesignate a personal physician to treat workrelated injuries. The proponents of this measure have failed to demonstrate why this
law should be extended. My workers' compensation reforms struck the appropriate
balance between the employer and the employee in selecting the physicians that treat
injured workers. There is no reason a select few employees should be allowed to opt
out of a system that is working well for everyone else.
The law on predesignation does not sunset until 2009. If the proponents wish to try
again next year to repeal the sunset, I encourage them to better demonstrate the need for
this change."

SB 1371 (Correa) -Insurance: automobile repair capping.
Prohibits automobile insurers from capping offers and payments for paint and materials charges,
and defines capping for that purpose.
Status: Chapter526, Statues of 2008.
SB 1467 (Machado) -Insurance: guarantee fund.
Requires all meetings of the California Insurance Guarantee Association (CIGA) board of
governors and its investment and audit committee to be open to the public, with exceptions for
closed meetings. Requires a 10-day public notice of those open meetings via CIGA's Internet
Web site or through publication in a newspaper of general circulation in California. Requires
CIGA to provide periodic reports to the Insurance Commissioner (IC) specifying the subjects
discussed in each closed session; and explicitly permits the IC or a designated representative to
attend all meetings of the CIGA governing board or its audit and investment committee,
including closed sessions.
Status: Chapter 407, Statues of 2008.
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SB 1543 (Machado)- Insurance: life settlement investments and contracts.
Would have required the licensing of persons who transact life settlement contracts, would have
made it unlawful to issue or market the purchase of a new life insurance policy for the purpose of
settling the policy, generally would have prohibited individuals from entering into a life
settlement during the initial two years of a policy, would have authorized the Insurance
Commissioner to disapprove life settlement forms, would have required specified disclosures to
consumers including a notice of possible alternatives to life settlements, would have regulated
marketing practices, and would have prohibited predatory practices such as false and misleading
statements.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would enact the Life Settlement Consumer Protection Act of 2008.
Specifically, this bill would create a regulatory framework for life settlements in
California. Life settlements are complex financial transactions in which a life insurance
policy owner possessing an unneeded or unwanted life insurance policy sells that policy
to a third party for more than the cash value offered by the life insurance company. Life
settlements have grown increasingly popular in recent years, especially with older
Californians, raising questions of whether adequate regulations are in place to oversee the
industry. While life settlement companies are already regulated by the California
Department of Financial Institutions, proponents of this measure believe the Department
of Insurance should play a greater role in regulating these companies as well.
Although I share the proponents' goal to ensure that life settlement transactions are
properly regulated, I cannot sign this measure at this time. The provisions of this bill
were amended into it very late in the legislative session. While many of the provisions
were agreed to by all the parties involved, some of the provisions are
still subject to worthwhile debate. For instance, it is my desire to ensure that life
settlement transactions contain proper notification and disclosure to consumers. I am
also concerned that the final version of the bill may unfairly exclude some companies
from participating in the legitimate life settlement market.
I am asking my staff to convene meetings this fall with all the stakeholders to review the
provisions of this bill and consider what, if any, changes are needed to ensure that any
regulatory framework put into statute appropriately protects seniors, provides consumers
with adequate disclosure, and does not unfairly discriminate against legitimate companies
trying to compete in the life settlement business. It is my belief that any outstanding
issues can be resolved and we can quickly pass any necessary legislation in 2009."

SB 1661 (Kuehl)- Unemployment compensation: family leave: good cause.
Would have allowed individuals who leave employment to take Paid Family Leave to become
potentially eligible for unemployment insurance benefits in the future, provided these individuals
meet all of the other unemployment insurance requirements.
Status: Vetoed by Governor.
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GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE:
"This bill would provide that a person is eligible for unemployment if he or she
loses his job while they are on paid family leave. When the paid family leave
program was created in 2003, job protections provided for other types of leave were
intentionally left out of paid family leave. This bill creates a backdoor to such
protections and would disproportionately impact small businesses at a time of
economic uncertainty. In addition, this bill would place additional strains on the
Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund at a time that fund is facing solvency issues."

SB 1717 (Perata)- Workers' compensation: permanent partial disability benefits.
Would have increased the number ofweeks that permanent disability benefits are paid, thereby
increasing the amount of money received for each percent of disability.
Status: Vetoed by the Governor.
"The workers' compensation reforms I enacted in 2004 have worked. Costs to employers
have decreased and return-to-work rates for injured workers have increased. Our work,
however, is not done.
Medical costs in the workers' compensation system are climbing, leading the Workers'
Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau to recommend a 16 percent increase in premiums
starting next year. Given this fact, we must proceed cautiously before adding any other
costs to the system. As such, the billion dollar benefit increase proposed by this bill
cannot be justified at this time."

Assembly Insurance Committee
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Assembly Insurance Committee
Background Information for
Hearing on Permanent and Temporary Disability
March 28, 2007
Introduction
In April 2004, the Legislature and the Governor approved SB 899 (Poochigian), a
comprehensive reform of the workers' compensation system. In 2003, AB 227 (Vargas)
and SB 228 (Alarcon) were enacted to make substantial changes in the laws governing
workers compensation medical benefits. Following this 2-year focus on workers'
compensation, there has been a relative lull in legislative activity on the subject. During
the nearly 3-year period, however, a range of issues have arisen as a result of the
implementation of the reforms.
This March 28, 2007, hearing of the Assembly Insurance Committee will look at two of
the issues that many people believe need post-SB 899 correction: temporary disability
(TD) and permanent disability (PO) benefits.
Workers' Compensation Basics
The two primary benefits for injured workers are medical care and indemnity payments.
Indemnity payments include compensation for temporary disability (TO) and permanent
disability (PO). TO is a wage replacement benefit. Workers unable to return to work
within three days are entitled to temporary disability benefits to partially replace wages
lost as a result of the injury. The benefits are generally designed to replace two-thirds
of the lost wages, up to a statutory maximum cap. Pursuant to AB 749 (Calderon) of
2002, this cap has been increasing each year for the past several years, and is now
$840 per week plus the percent increase in the State Average Weekly Wage (SAWW),
or the SAWW, whichever is greater. For injuries occurring in 2003 through 2006,
injured workers with wages less than $189 are entitled to a weekly TO rate of $126,
even if the injured worker is a volunteer or otherwise makes less than $126 per week.
Starting with injuries in 2007, the minimum limit will be $126 plus the percent increase in
the SAWW. After 2007, the TO minimum and maximum limits will be indexed every
year to the percent increase in the SAWW.
PO is a benefit designed to compensate the injured worker for the bodily impairment
caused by the injury as well as the loss of future earning capacity that results from the
injury. The details of the PO system will be discussed more fully in the following pages.
Temporary Disability (TO) Benefits
One of the major changes that SB 899 made to the workers' compensation system was
to the TO system. For injuries occurring on or after Apri119, 2004, TO benefits have 2
significant limitations. First, an injured worker is only entitled to a total of 104 weeks of
TO benefits. Prior to SB 899, the number of weeks during which benefits could be paid
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had no cap. Second, these benefits can only be claimed for the first two years after the
injury - regardless of whether the injured worker has been on and off the job during this
2-year period and has not actually received 104 weeks of payments.
As the system has started to implement the new rules, there have been several issues
that have raised concerns:
1. Is 104 weeks cap on benefits appropriate? This question is pertinent in light of
many of the new medical treatment guidelines calling for conservative treatment
that may delay ultimate surgery, leaving an injured worker with no benefits in the
post-surgical recovery period.
2. Is the two-year period within which to use benefits a reasonable approach, when
the result may be that an injured worker who most wants to return to work is
disadvantaged? This can happen if, despite all efforts at attempting to stay on
the job, the worker ends up affected by the injury for more than a two-year
period, and then has no wage replacement benefits left even though he or she
has not actually received 104 weeks of benefits.
3. In light of the benefit cap and the duration limitation, is it fair to the injured worker
when treatment is delayed through either delays in responding to treatment
requests, or the time involved in utilization review before treatment is approved,
particularly where the injured worker ends up prevailing in the dispute, and when
the "clock is running" on the benefits through no fault of his or her own?
4. What would the cost implications be if the Legislature were to address any or all
of these issues?
In addition to these issues, the employer community is raising the issue of the minimum
TD rate for certain employees who earn either "zero" wages, or wages less than the
minimum. While this issue is not based on SB 899, it is being raised by employers as a
piece of the overall TO discussion. (See AB 1341 (Benoit).)
Permanent Disability (PO) Benefits
The second major change to the system enacted by SB 899 focused on changing the
PO system. There were two major changes to the PO system in SB 899. First, the old
PD system was criticized as being overly subjective. Similar injuries would receive
widely divergent ratings by different raters; many injuries that did not have "objective
medical findings" were nonetheless frequently rated as having compensable permanent
disabilities. 1 The response was to adopt the American Medical Association Guides to
1

Despite relatively low PO benefits compared to many other states, California's system awarded some
degree of PO benefits to far more injured workers than any other state. Aggregate PO costs were
therefore much higher in California than in other states. One of the challenges in the various reforms
over the past few years has been to figure out how to improve compensation for the more seriously,
objectively injured workers without increasing costs unnecessarily.
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the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (AMA Guides). These guidelines are designed
to enable the physicians who make disability reports to objectively measure the degree
of impairment that various injuries cause for the injured worker. The AMA Guides
recognize only objective medically identifiable injuries and impairments.

The second major change to the PO system involves one of the standards used to
convert an "impairment rating" into a permanent disability rating (which then is
translated into the degree of monetary compensation paid to the injured worker.) Under
the old PO system, state law required an attempt to measure the extent to which the
injury impeded the ability of the inured worker to compete in the labor market. Thus,
just as with the impairment measurements, this standard generated a high level of
subjectivity, and different results for many similar injuries. Again, an attempt was made
in SB 899 to inject a more objective approach. In this case, the "compete in the labor
market" standard was replaced with a standard intended to measure the extent to which
the injured worker's future earning capacity was adversely affected. Specifically, Labor
Code Section 4660 provides, in pertinent part, "employee diminished future earning
capacity shall be a numeric formula based on empirical data and findings that aggregate
the average percentage of long-term loss of income resulting from each type of injury
for similarly situated employees."2
The manner in which the Administrative Director of the Division of Workers'
Compensation (DWC) implemented this new diminished future earning capacity (FEC)
factor, and the way this FEC multiplier is built into the formula that produces disability
ratings, has generated substantial controversy.
Without getting into the minutia of the formulas, it became apparent soon after
implementation of the new Permanent Disability Rating Schedule (PDRS) that ratings
were coming out much lower than under the old system. Some results were expected.
For example, certain injuries that received low to moderate ratings under the old
system, but for which there were no "objective medical findings" to support the
impairment, received a rating of no PO under the new rules. These so-called "zeros"
were expected. However, many injured workers who have significant, objectively
verifiable injuries saw their PO ratings come out much lower than under the old system
- often 40-50% lower.
While the shift to the new system using the AMA Guides involved a degree of
uncertainty, it is fair to say that few predicted a ratings reduction of the magnitude that
early indications suggested, in particular for the types of injuries involved. But there is a
problem with reliance on early indications, especially in workers' compensation,
because it takes several years to generate statistically valid historical date to provide a
2

There were several goals in the move toward "objective" standards. Many argued that these standards
would be the most scientifically accurate results. But just as important, the problem with the subjective
standards used in the old system is that results varied so widely that parties on both sides of a case
would see the results, and be aware of other similar cases that were much more favorable to their
position. Thus, far more cases were being litigated than necessary simply because no one had a firm
belief that the ratings were sound and unchangeable.
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precise picture of the effects of the changes. Nonetheless, legislators and others
expressed concerns, and asked the Commission on Health and Safety and Workers'
Compensation (CHSWC- often referred to as "cheese-wic") to evaluate the impacts of
the reforms on PO ratings.
At the same time, Legislators and others pressed the Division of Workers
Compensation to re-evaluate its regulations and modify them to address the perceived
inequities of the new PDRS. The response from the Administrative Director (AD) of the
DWC was that the enabling legislation, SB 899, called for a review of the effects 18
months after implementation. Since the new PDRS went into effect on January 1, 2005,
that made July 1, 2006 the date at which the DWC would begin its evaluation. 3 Despite
the Administration's position that changes to the new PDRS would have to wait, others
believed that adequate data existed, or at least reliable surrogate data that suggested
sound conclusions, to enable policymakers to make rational short-term adjustments to
the PDRS. Specifically, almost a year ago, the CHSWC recommended options for
addressing the inequities in the PO system.
Based on the CHSWC analysis (but not its recommendations), and the analysis of
others, the Legislature last year passed SB 815 (Perata), which would have increased
PO benefits. The bill was vetoed by the Governor.
One of the primary purposes of this hearing of the Assembly Insurance Committee is to
hear from Carrie Nevans, the Acting Administrative Director of the DWC, on the recent
release of the second of three parts of the statutorily mandated study. The DWC has
used data from the Employment Development Department, data from the immediate
pre-SB 899 period, plus the 18 months of data (January 1, 2005 through July 1, 2006)
acquired since implementation of the reforms, to study return to work rates and wage
loss that results from workplace injuries. With the release on Friday, March 23, 2007, of
the second part of the report, the owe is approaching the point where it has indicated
that adequate data would be available to judge whether, and to what extent, the new PO
system should be changed. The key testimony from Ms. Nevans, therefore, will not be
what the specific results of the initial stages of the study have shown, but rather when
the remaining portion will be completed, and what will be involved in completing this
final part.
It is interesting to note that one of the primary reasons that the DWC and others have
resisted relying on a Rand study from the 1990's, and instead argued to wait until this
partially completed study is released, is that the Rand study is old, based on different
economic times, and may not be a reliable indicator of what we can expect injured
workers to face in terms of loss of future earnings. The indication thus far with parts
one and two of the DWC study is that the data are remarkably consistent with the old
3

The unwillingness of the AD to re-open this issue nearly fed to her failing to be confirmed by the Senate.
In the meantime, a new Acting AD has been appointed who has not faced a confirmation hearing.
However, fast March the Senate Committee on Labor and Industrial Relations conducted an oversight
hearing where the AAD again declined to reopen the issue until after the results of the wage loss study
that would be commenced on July 1, 2006 based on 18 months of hard data.
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Rand study. From this consistency, one might conclude that we have adequate hard
data to understand wage loss, and therefore reliably predict how to alter the PO rating
system to bring greater equity to it.
Following the DWC's testimony, Workers' Compensation Judge Lachlan Taylor will be
speaking for the CHSWC. This testimony will address the Commission's year-old
report, and what the additional year of data suggests for its analysis and
recommendations for changes to the PO system. Judge Taylor may also address TO
issues.
Next, the Committee will hear from representatives of the employer community. Jason
Schmelzer representing the Chamber of Commerce, Martin Brady for the Schools
Insurance Authority ((SIA), a joint powers authority consisting of a number of selfinsured school districts), and a private self-insured employer who is a member of the
California Coalition on Workers Compensation (CCWC) will present the employer's
perspective on the issues.
The next panel will consist of representatives of employees. Angie Wei with the
California Labor Federation, Christy Bouma with the California Professional Firefighters,
and Liberty Sanchez representing several private sector labor groups will testify, and
introduce two injured workers that face issues relevant to the temporary disability and
permanent disability issues that are relevant to this hearing. In addition, David
Rockwell, Immediate Past-President and Legislative Chair, and Mark Gerlach
representing the California Applicants' Attorneys Association will testify.
Finally, members of the public will be ·offered the opportunity to make brief comments to
the Committee.

5
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Background Paper on Insurance Industry Investment in
Urban and Economically Disadvantaged Communities
VVednesday,~ay16,2007

9:00am
Room 437, Capitol Building
Sacramento, California
Introduction
It is widely acknowledged that the banking industry has made significant
progress in investing in urban and economically disadvantaged areas ("community
investment") as a result of the Federal Community Reinvestment Act (CRA). For a
number of years, policy makers and others have asked about the progress made by the
insurance industry in California in this regard. While there are substantial differences
between the insurance and banking industries, there is a perception that banking has
done better with "community investment" than the insurance industry.
Nonetheless, the insurance sector has made progress. In California, some
insurance companies have participated in the California Organizational Investment
Network (COIN); a voluntary program within the Department of Insurance designed to
coordinate and encourage insurance companies to make community investments. In
addition, some insurance companies are participating in an independent investment
initiative known as Impact Community Capital ("Impact"), as well as making their own
investments. While it is clear that some insurance companies have stepped up to the
community investment plate, the question remains whether the industry as a whole is
doing enough, and if not, what type of encouragement can lead to increased
investments.
This briefing paper provides a review of the findings from the Insurance
Commissioner's 2005 Community Development Investment Data Call (which was
designed to quantify the insurance industry's involvement in community investments),
and summarizes the 2006 legislation that requires insurance companies to report their
investments in urban and disadvantaged communities. In addition, this paper poses
questions and issues that both policymakers and insurance companies may consider in
their effort to increase investments in urban and/or economically disadvantaged
communities.
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Developments in Community Reinvestment
In 1977, Congress enacted the Federal Community Reinvestment Act ("CRA").
The CRA requires banks and Savings and Loan associations to offer credit throughout
their entire market area and prohibits them from targeting only wealthier neighborhoods
with their services. The purpose of the CRA is to provide credit to underserved
populations and commercial loans to small businesses. The CRA has been credited
with helping the banking industry substantially increase the amount of loans to small
businesses and to low- and moderate-income ("LMI") borrowers for home loans. A
crucial lesson learned from the CRA experience is that banks have discovered that the
loans they make under encouragement of the Act are not the "loss-leaders" that they
had expected, but rather profitable business opportunities about which they were not
previously aware or comfortable.
Many people believe that the insurance industry is where the banking industry
was 20 or 30 years ago - unaware of the valuable opportunity that community
investment presents. In fact, many people believe that it was only after banks focussed
philanthropic efforts in low-income communities that they began to recognize the
mainstream business opportunities that existed there. It may be the case that many
insurance companies are simply unfamiliar with low-income communities in California.
However, it must be recognized that banking and insurance are very different
industries. Notably, the very business of banks is making loans, and the CRA merely
required banks, which have a physical "bricks and mortar" presence in the state, to
make loans to qualified but underserved communities in the areas they serve.
For insurance companies, their investments are not their primary business, but
rather the means they employ to carry out their primary business, which is issuing
insurance policies and paying claims. The money being invested is often managed, at
least with respect to out of state insurance companies, by investment officers located
outside of California. The money is, in many ways, policyholder money, and it is subject
to a range of restrictions on how it can be invested.
Most notably, insurance company money, especially property-casualty insurance
company money, has to be invested in fairly liquid investments. When it comes time to
pay a claim, it does not do the claimant much good if the insurance company says,
"Sorry, all our money is in commercial real estate. It's a very slow, down market right
now, and we can't liquidate our investments to pay you just yet." This liquidity principle
is embodied in the financial solvency regulatory structure in the Insurance Code.
One of the tools that the Insurance Commissioner uses to ensure the solvency of
insurance companies is "risk-based capital" (RBC). RBC is a system where the value of
investments that an insurance company makes gets discounted based on sophisticated
financial formulas relating to the risk associated with the policies the company issues.
This has a significant impact on capacity -that is, the number of policies an insurance
company is allowed to write based on how much capital it has. Thus, if an insurance
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company invests too much of its money in investments that have high RBC charges,
then it will end up limiting how many policies it is able to issue. In short, insurance
companies need to find the right kind of investments in order to expand their community
investment portfolios.
The capacity issue is important. Over the years, Insurance Commissioners have
investigated complaints that insurance companies have "red-lined" certain geographic
areas in the state. While there is debate about whether or not this was a valid
complaint, the response of the regulators has been to encourage insurance companies
to write policies in economically disadvantaged areas. Since encouraging insurance
companies to issue more policies in economically disadvantaged areas has been a
policy goal in California for some time (similar to the CRA's encouragement of banks to
issue loans in these communities), there can be a tension between this goal and
investment goals if the effect of investment policy is to shrink a company's capacity to
write new policies in underserved areas.
California Organizational Investment Network (COIN}
In California, policy makers and insurance companies have instituted efforts to
encourage investment by insurance companies in urban and economically
disadvantaged areas. Established in 1996, COIN is a first-in-the-nation collaborative
effort among the insurance industry, a state insurance department, and stakeholders
involved with community development investment in traditionally underserved
communities. COIN serves as a liaison between insurers and community organizations.
It also facilitates and acts as a clearinghouse of California community development
investment information. Working with nonprofit organizations, community economic
development agencies, affordable housing groups, and local governments, COIN seeks
to maximize insurer awareness of the widest possible choices for community
development investment opportunities.
The COIN board operates on the belief that increased insurance industry
investment into community development will result in economically healthy
communities. In these economically disadvantaged communities, insurers that have
made a difference will have established profitable partnerships and earned significant
goodwill. These partnerships then translate directly into new, profitable business
opportunities, while achieving significant social benefits for underserved communities.
Impact Community Capital (Impact)
Impact Community Capital ("Impact") is an independent initiative that is created, owned,
operated, and funded by insurance companies. Impact was created as a vehicle for
investor insurance companies to support development of California's diverse
communities, especially those that have been historically underserved. Impact operates
under the belief that voluntary community investment programs directed by insurance
companies can most effectively identify and implement meaningful community
investments that are also safe and sound investment opportunities.
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Impact currently has eight insurance company members that together represent
approximately one-third of the insurance premium dollars written in California. They are
Allstate Insurance Company, Farmers Insurance Companies, Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Companies, Pacific Life Insurance Company, SAFECO Insurance, State
Farm Insurance Companies, Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAACREF), and 21st Century Insurance Company.
Both COIN and Impact seek to encourage investment in "double bottom line"
strategies. Double bottom line investments look for companies that can produce strong
economic returns as well as strong social and environmental returns, thus a "double
bottom line." Both entities believe there is no reason to assume that there should be a
lower yield simply because there is a social benefit. Thus, the lesson the banking
industry learned in the years following enactment of the CRA is making its way to at
least part of the insurance industry. The question remains, however, whether enough
insurance companies are participating in community development and investing at an
adequate level?
2005 Community Development Investment Data Call
In 2005, Insurance Commissioner John Garamendi issued the first-ever formal request
to all 1,355 insurance companies licensed to do business in California for complete
information on their community development investments. Of these 1,355 companies,
932, or 69%, responded. This 69% represented 91% of the total 2004 California direct
premiums. Thus, the 423, or 31%, of the companies that failed to respond to the Data
Call are generally the companies with small market share, although this does not mean
they are all small companies. All together, insurers reported over 5,000 investments
totaling close to $14 billion that the insurers thought might qualify as community
development investments. After careful review, COIN determined that about 2,500
investments totaling approximately $8 billion met the definitions in the Data Call for
community development investments.
Although investments totaling $8 billion is an encouraging amount, less than 200
out of 1355 companies reported qualifying investments, and the remaining 86% of
California licensed companies representing nearly half of the aggregate premium
volume reported no qualifying investments. One of the primary questions that flows
from the results of this data call is why some companies, but not so many others, are
able to find community development investments to make in California.
COIN's Investment Ratings of the 2005 Data Call
After recognizing the insurers that reported qualifying investments, COIN
undertook a qualitative analysis of the degree of positive impact each investment had
upon the economic welfare of low to moderate-income (LMI) families and communities.
COIN's scale categorized the investments having a High, Medium, or Limited degree of
social benefits. Community investments with a High rating were seen as innovative,
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responsive to community needs, not routinely provided by insurers, or having a high
degree of positive impact on the economic welfare of LMI families and communities in
California. Other investments that demonstrate a benefit to LMI families and
communities received a Medium rating. Lastly, the Limited rating was assigned to those
investments that demonstrated a limited degree of positive impact on LMI communities.
As an example, it is a positive investment for an insurance company to buy school
construction bonds for construction of schools in low-income neighborhoods. But these
bond issues will probably be fully sold one way or another, and therefore this type of
investment does not get ranked as high as a venture capital investment on a lowincome housing project. Both are good, but the latter ranks as having a higher impact.
Applying the criteria to the investments reported by the 196 companies that made
qualifying investments, COIN determined that the majority of insurance company
investment dollars provided a Medium degree of positive social impact. Of the
approximate $8 billion invested by insurers, $6.5 billion had a Medium degree of social
benefit, and approximately $1.2 billion were categorized as having a High degree of
social benefit. These community development investments typically involved a nonprofit or community organization and addressed an unmet special or capital need for
LMI communities.
The 2005 Data Call found that the life insurance industry has had the largest
amount of qualifying investments. This is not a surprising result. Life insurance involves
less uncertainty, and longer expected time frames between the time the company takes
in money and when it expects to pay it out. As a result, it does not require the same
degree of liquidity as property-casualty insurers. Life insurance companies can,
therefore, more easily invest in things that may take longer to mature, or that may be
less immediately marketable. 1141ife and health companies, commanding 53% of the
life and health market share, reported qualifying investments totaling $7 billion. Within
this $7 billion, $5.4 billion was invested in commercial mortgages in LMI census tracts.
The majority of these investments had a Medium degree of positive impact on LMI
communities.
The question still remains- where are the other half of the life insurance
companies, and why have only 80 property-casualty companies managed to find ways
to profitably invest in community development investments? Or, put differently, if half of
the life insurance companies, and 80 property-casualty companies that participate in
programs such as Impact can manage to find sound, profitable qualifying investments,
why can't the other companies?
AS 925 of 2005-2006 Session
In 2006, the Legislature passed and the Governor signed AS 925 (RidleyThomas). AB 925 highlighted the importance of community investment by establishing
a mandate for insurers to report the amount of their community investments. The bill
requires that insurers submit information about their community investment activities to
the Insurance Commissioner on a biennial basis until January 1, 2011.
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Policy Considerations
As long-term policy considerations, California needs to determine what it expects
of insurance companies that sell insurance in the state. AB 925 will continue the
process started by the 2005 data call of shedding light on insurance company
investment practices. But at the same time, the data must also be used to assist in
formulating and implementing policies that achieve the expectation we have of the
companies. For example:
•

Are there tangible policies that can be implemented that would encourage
insurance companies to invest in High Impact projects?

•

Are there ways to overcome the impediments, whether they are conscious or
unconscious, that are preventing many insurance companies from making
community development investments?

•

Are there tangible policies that can be implemented that can assist insurance
companies that have their home offices and investment officers located in
other states to see the value of making community development investments
in California?

•

Are there lessons from other industries that can help us develop these
policies and strategies?

These questions will be discussed by several panels of experts at the May 16
Assembly Insurance Committee hearing.

# # #
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Background Paper for Interim Hearing of the Assembly Insurance Committee
"Insurance Annuities and Senior Citizens: What is Suitable?"
October 30, 2007
10:00 a.m. Room 437, State Capitol, Sacramento, CA
Introduction

The October 30, 2007 interim hearing of the Assembly Insurance Committee is intended
generally to address the issues raised by 3 bills that the Committee referred to interim
study: AS 267 (Calderon), AS 1271 (Carter), and SB 573 (Scott). Each of these bills
deals, at least in part, with the question: When is it suitable to sell a life insurance
annuity to a senior citizen?
This issue has eluded legislative resolution for at least the past three years, although
intense negotiations this past year moved a number of parties very close to agreement
on a measure that could both be passed by the Legislature, and signed. by the
Governor. Thus, the specific focus of the hearing will be to address the remaining
points of disagreement. The intent of the hearing will be to help forge a Legislative
compromise that provides both consumer protection and market flexibility in a highly
complex and dynamic market of financial products.
Because the hearing is an "interim hearing" on specific pieces of legislation, the
proponents of the legislation have been offered the opportunity to explain their proposal
in more detail than is often possible during the Legislative Session. 1
Background

What is an insurance annuity?
There are numerous forms of annuities, and the different forms raise different legal and
regulatory issues. In its simplest form, an "immediate, single premium guaranteed
annuity" involves the payment of a lump sum in exchange for receiving a stream of
income based on a formula specified in the contract. These annuities can be structured
in different ways, and can include the payment of additional contributions. However,
this sort of annuity is not the subject of debate. Deferred annuities are the source of
the issues before the Committee. A deferred annuity can be either a single premium, or
a series of payments, but it is "deferred" because it is not designed to pay benefits until
some time in the future, as specified in the contract2. The potential advantage of a
deferred annuity over other savings and investment plans is the tax deferral during the
accumulation period. Another potential advantage is the lack of investment risk. For
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Senator Scott has declined to participate. The proponent of AB 1271, the Department of Insurance,
expects to testify.
2
The deferral period can be a set date, or it can be a flexible date depending on contract provisions and
decisions by the person who owns the contract.
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example, a mutual fund can lose value in a down market, but a guaranteed fixed annuity
does not.
A deferred annuity can be a relatively straight-forward contract, or it can be an
extremely complex contract. The two primary types of deferred annuities are fixed
annuities, and variable annuities. The variable annuities may be sold only by a life
agent who is also a registered securities dealer, and these products are regulated by
both the California Insurance Commissioner and the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). These products are more complex, and have greater risk factors,
but also greater flexibility than fixed annuities.
Fixed annuities are sold by life agents, and are not regulated by the SEC. The primary
source of problems, according to the Department of Insurance and advocates for
seniors, are with the fixed annuities.
Because the insurer is promising a fixed return on the investment during the
accumulation phase, the contract typically provides for a limited access to the funds. In
addition, because the insurer pays a commission to the sales agent out of the initial
proceeds, it requires that the funds be in the control of the insurer for a period of time so
that the insurer can earn back these costs. This period is commonly referred to as the
"surrender" period, because the owner incurs "surrender" charges if he or she seeks to
withdraw all of the funds early. However, it is common, but not universal, that two sorts
of withdrawals are allowed during the surrender period. A common feature allows
withdrawal of up to 10% of the guaranteed value in any year. Other features may allow
withdrawal of more than 10% if certain specified (but unexpected) conditions occur. A
common complaint by consumers is that they did not realize that they could not access
their savings without paying penalties.
Who can sell annuities?
Annuities are life insurance products. While commonly referred to as investments, the
contracts contain features that classify them as insurance products. These features
usually include a death benefit, and the right to "annuitize" the value of the contract at a
time certain, or at the election of the consumer. A person "annuitizes" the contract
when they shift from the accumulation phase to the income phase. Most annuities have
options of how to take the income, but generally include the right to income (at a
contractually defined level) for life. This insurance risk makes the contract an insurance
product. As a consequence, it can be sold in California only by a licensed life insurer
acting through a licensed life insurance agent.
California law requires that an insurer "appoint" its agents, and file evidence thereof with
the Department of Insurance.
While a licensed life insurance agent is authorized to sell fixed annuities, variable
annuities are considered securities, and as a result, one must be an SEC registered
securities broker/dealer to sell these products. However, federal securities law does not
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pre-empt state law, and so a seller of variable annuities must be both licensed as a life
agent in California, and a registered securities dealer.
Some insurers use "captive" life agents (such as a State Farm or Allstate agent) who
sells products of only one company; some use so-called "independent" agents, who are
appointed by a number of life insurers, and who can sell the products of each of the
companies that appoints them; and others work through securities broker/dealers (such
as Merrill Lynch or other financial services companies). In this latter category, not only
are the actual selling agents required to be licensed life agents, but so must the
business organization that employs the life agents to sell annuities on behalf of the
broker/dealer. 3
What is "suitability"?
The concept of suitability involves a determination by the seller of the annuity product
that it is an appropriate- I.e., "suitable"- financial instrument for that particular
purchaser. While there can be many reasons that a senior citizen may appropriately
want to purchase an annuity, including the guaranteed, risk-free flow of income, there
are also legitimate concerns about high pressure sales of annuity products to seniors
who have no need for an annuity product- or worse, who may have their financial
health ruined by an annuity investment. Much of the value of an annuity- tax-deferred
accumulation; deferred right to receive payments of the invested funds -tends not to fit
the needs of many seniors, and therefore the sale of these products to seniors has
generated controversy. However, even as there has been legitimate concern about
high-pressure sales- the fact remains that an annuity may well be a sound investment
choice for many seniors. As a result of this dilemma, the concept of "suitability" has
developed.
A suitability analysis requires a knowledgeable seller to determine key financial facts
from the prospective purchaser. These factors include the liquidity of the consumer, the
percentage of their assets that would go into the purchase, their investment goals, their
likely needs for funds in the future, the sort of asset they will be converting to finance
purchase of the annuity, among others. As contemplated by a National Association of
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) Model Law, the laws in place in a number of states,
and in proposed California legislation, the seller would take all of these financial
considerations into account, and only recommend the purchase of an annuity suitable to
the particular needs of the particular senior consumer. A failure in this duty would lead
to rescission of the contract, discipline, or other consequences.
Prior and pending legislation.
SB 620 (Scott) from the 2003-04 Legislative Session contained, among other
provisions, language that sought to establish suitability requirements for the sale of

3

See below for a discussion of an issue in controversy concerning non-licensed marketing organizations
that operate between some insurers and their agents.
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annuities to seniors. SB 620 enacted a number of consumer protection provisions for
seniors, but the suitability language was removed prior to enactment.
AB 267 (Calderon), introduced this Session, proposes to enact the NAIC Model Law
"plus". In addition to the provisions of the NAIC Model, AB 267 includes an
authorization for the Insurance Commissioner to order "restitution" to the consumer if
the annuity was sold in violation of the suitability law.
SB 573 (Scott), introduced this Session, is loosely based on the NAIC Model Law, but
contains a number of provisions that impose more rigorous regulatory duties on life
insurers. It includes restitution, and additional insurer duties.
AB 1271 (Carter), introduced this Session, addresses the "replacement" of all life
insurance policies. In essence, it addresses whether it is appropriate to buy one life
insurance policy in light of the fact that the purchaser already owns another one.
Policy Questions

Life insurer and life agent relationship.
At a basic level, the law of agency provides that a principal is responsible for the
conduct of its agent. In the context of a life agent, duly licensed by the Department of
Insurance, and formally appointed by the life insurer, this rule of law would seem to be
clear- the insurer is responsible for the acts that the agent takes on its behalf. Indeed,
according to the Department of Insurance, this is precisely what the state of the law is
today. However, there is no statute that explicitly states that this is the law. Rather, it is
apparent from general agency principles, and the specific statutes in the Insurance
Code that, among others, require an agent, but prohibit a broker, to sell life insurance
products.
This lack of "black and white" clarity in the law is the source of much of the political
disagreement over the various provisions of the bills addressing suitability. Some
factual background is necessary.
Historically, life insurance of all kinds was sold through the captive agency model.
However, that has changed over time, especially since financial services de-regulation
has diversified the market for financial products. In the current market, there are a
range of distribution models, including the captive agency approach, independent
agency arrangements, and arrangements where SEC-regulated securities firms are
selling insurance products using staff who are both licensed and appointed as life
agents, but also employees of the securities broker/dealer firms. In addition, there is
another marketing model that involves "marketing associations" who work with both
agents and insurers, and form a sort of intermediary between the two. These
organizations are often not licensed, although it is an open question whether they can
legally do the things that they do without being licensed.
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From the insurers' perspective, they don't have the same degree of control over these
agents that they have over a captive agency arrangement. They further argue that
agents employed by registered securities dealers are even further insulated from their
control by virtue of the firms' belief that any customers are customers of the securities
firm, not of the insurer.
As a result of this perspective, many of the proposals to address suitability have
provided that insurers may contract with a third party to ensure that their agents are in
fact complying with the suitability law's requirements. Concerns have been expressed
that these third-party arrangements would be used by insurers as a means to argue that
they are not, in fact, responsible for the actions of their agents. In particular, AB 267,
SB 573, and the NAIC Model Law all have this type of provision, and senior advocates
and consumer attorneys have expressed reservations absent a clear statement that the
insurer remains responsible for the actions of its agent. This dispute is one of the
primary challenges to enacting legislation on suitability.
Suitability forms.
SB 573 would require the insurer to develop the suitability forms to be used by its
agents, or prior approve any forms that the agents would develop on their own. On the
other hand, the NAIC Model Law and AB 267 do not require the insurer to perform this
function, and instead allow the insurer to contract with a third-party that would certify
that the agents are acting properly. The insurer would have a duty to oversee its thirdparty contractor, and conduct periodic sampling to ensure compliance, but would not be
involved in most transactions other than issuing the annuity upon receipt of an
application and the funds.
This issue raises a number of considerations. For example, since the parties other than
the insurer that would be developing suitability questionnaire forms are all licensed life
agents, and the Insurance Commissioner has authority over them in the event they
violate the law, does it matter that the insurer is not the party performing this task?
Further, in the case of securities broker/dealers, who may have their own forms, a
requirement of insurer prior approval could result in the broker/dealer having to use
multiple different forms for a single customer- which could burden the consumer and
provide minimal if any additional benefit.
Critics have countered that this has the potential to be another break in principle that an
insurer is responsible for the acts or omissions of its agents. If the insurer does not
place its stamp of approval on the suitability questionnaire, it will be able to later argue
that it did not know what the agent was doing, and should not be accountable.
Consumer personal financial information.
Imagine walking into a consumer electronics store to purchase a television set, and the
salesperson informs you: "I cannot sell you the television unless you tell me why you
want it, and fill out this questionnaire so that I can determine the set is suitable for you."
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This is essentially what would occur under the various proposals to establish suitability
standards. Certainly, most consumers want to obtain the expertise of the sales person
to assist them in making the best purchase decision, but this is not true of all
consumers.
What if the consumer does not want to provide personal financial information? Either
the consumer does not want to disclose any personal information, or certain questions
in the questionnaire are deemed overly intrusive. The proposals before the Legislature
address this situation by providing a degree of protection to the insurer by providing that
the suitability decision should be evaluated based on the information known at the time.
Some have argued that the risk of financial abuse of seniors is so strong that the insurer
should be precluded from making a sale absent obtaining sufficient information to make
a suitability determination. However, the proposals have recognized that some
consumers may not want to disclose information, yet still are able to make a sound
financial decision. However, the language employed in both AB 267 and SB 573 has
raised concerns, because it could be interpreted to mean that the insurer owes no duty
unless full information is disclosed. Critics have argued that the language creates a
loophole where an insurer could argue after-the-fact that the consumer failed to provide
one or more fact, and therefore the insurer owes no duty to the consumer. At this
stage, there does not appear to be agreement on how to balance a consumer's interest
in financial privacy and the requirements of suitability analysis.
Remedies.
Under current law, a senior consumer has a 30-day "free-look" period, during which the
consumer can return a life insurance policy for a full refund. However, many consumers
may only realize that they purchased an unsuitable product after a much longer period
of time. Under SB 573, the consumer would have the right to have the annuity
rescinded if the sale turns out to have violated the suitability standards. Rescission
would place the consumer in the position they were in prior to the sale of the annuity.
The sponsors of AB 267 have expressed a willingness to add a comparable provision to
that bill. However, the question remains --who has the authority to order rescission? A
court? The Insurance Commissioner? The bills clearly grant the Commissioner this
authority, but are silent on judicial enforcement.
Consumer attorneys have expressed concerns that existing law that establishes a
special duty of good faith and fair dealing for senior consumers may not be enforceable
in court4 . As a result, they express concerns that only the Insurance Commissioner
would be able to effectuate a rescission of an unsuitable annuity. In light of the potential
for the volume of cases to overwhelm the Commissioner's resources, they argue that a
consumer who was sold an unsuitable annuity ought to have the option of having a
court order rescission.
Low-wealth seniors.
4

There has not been a clear judicial determination on this issue, at least not at the appellate level.
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Some have argued that there is a certain class of transactions with senior citizens that
deserve a heightened scrutiny- sales to "low-wealth" seniors. These seniors have a
modest level of liquid assets, and may not be suitable candidates for most annuities.
However, since every case stands on its own unique circumstances, it is argued that
some defined class of low-wealth seniors ought to trigger a special quantum of scrutiny.
This is far from an unprecedented proposal. In a recent settlement between the State of
Minnesota and Allianz Life Insurance Company, one of the terms of the settlement
requires the company to go back and review all sales to low-wealth seniors. This
category constituted a significant percentage of the company's sales. While some of
these transactions will probably be found to be suitable, the parties to the case agreed
that simply by virtue of being in that category there are sufficient red flags to warrant
scrutiny. While neither bill before the Legislature expressly includes this sort of
category, a consumer's wealth and liquidity are parts of the totality of circumstances that
go into a suitability analysis.
Source of funds.
Many people have argued that one of the important factors in evaluating suitability is the
source of the funds that a consumer will be using to purchase the annuity. The
insurance law already recognizes this principle in a related context. If you are
purchasing a life insurance policy to replace an existing policy, there are special rules
governing the transaction that would not apply if that second policy were not substituting
for the existing policy. This is the issue that AB 1271 addresses, and proposes
expanding the scope of this special inquiry.
In particular, some advocates raise strong concerns that seniors are being
inappropriately manipulated (often for alleged MediCal qualification purposes) to take
out expensive reverse mortgages on their homes in order to fund an annuity. It is
argued that this approach is rarely a sound financial decision, and that identifying these
would reduce a large number of unsuitable sales.
But aside from the reverse mortgage issue, the source of funds may be a relevant
consideration in deciding whether or not a particular financial product makes sense in
the specific circumstances of that consumer. Neither of the pending bills expressly
includes this factor to be included in the suitability questionnaire, but at least some other
states require it.
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Introduction
The Division of Workers' Compensation's (Division) Electronic Adjudicatory
Management System (EAMS) is intended to be a state-of-the-art computerized system
that will allow the workers' compensation adjudication system to be virtually paperless
for most users, enhance the efficiency of the system for scheduling cases, improve
access to documents that are part of a case file, eliminate the need for the different
units within the Division to create redundant paper files and multiple case numbers for a
single claim, and provide improved management and data sorting and reporting
capabilities to the Division. In short, EAMS is intended to replace paper filings and
reports with electronic data that participants in the system will use. A Workers
Compensation judge will not have a large paper file at the bench when matters come
before him or her. Instead, there will be a computer that allows access to all relevant
documents. Attorneys will not file paper pleadings, they will file electronic documents using mandatory forms supplied by EAMS. 1
As conceived by the Division and its outside contractors, EAMS will serve both internal
and external users. Users internal to the Division (employees such as filing and
calendar clerks, judges, disability evaluators, and others who need access to the case
file information) will control approximately half of the system's access capaciti, and
external users (claims adjusters, insurance companies, self-insured employers, medical
providers, applicant and defense lawyers, injured workers, and others) will have access
to approximately the other half. Many of these external users have expressed to the
Committee, either in writing or orally, concerns about the process used to develop
EAMS (e.g., inadequate efforts to obtain stakeholder input early enough for
stakeholders to provide appropriate input on their needs and how the proposed system
would impact them), the decisions made by the Division about system structure (e.g.,
lack of consideration for how the change would impact existing software systems
currently in use by stakeholders), and the logistics of implementing the system (e.g.,
disruption of the court system, adverse impacts on certain users, uneven
1

Despite the goal to go "paperless" the Division recognizes that there will always be some need for some
users - notably unrepresented injured workers - to file paper. Scanning technology is intended to
convert those filings into an electronic format, after which the paper would be disposed of.
2
Discussed in more detail below
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implementation, and inadequate consideration of the costs necessary to remedy these
problems).
Almost to a person, stakeholders who have communicated concerns to the Committee
have also indicated in that "if EAMS works the way it is supposed to, it is going to be an
incredible improvement" over the system currently in use. The inefficiency of the
manual, paper-based system is apparent. However, many of these stakeholders
believe that EAMS is not ready, their interests have not been adequately considered,
and they fear the pressure to meet a "Go Live" date4 is leading to poor decisions.
Further, Deloitte Consulting is the lead technology contractor. Deloitte was the lead
contractor in the Los Angeles Unified School District's new payroll system, which was
plagued with serious problems after the system was pushed to "go live" without
adequate preparation for contingencies. Stakeholders have expressed fears that similar
pressures to "go live" too soon are contributing to the potential that the system will be
implemented before it is ready, leading to serious disruptions for both users and injured
workers. 5 The Division has maintained in a letter to Budget Subcommittee 4 Chairman
Juan Arambula that the feedback from internal testing "is encouraging and the system is
very stable, there are relatively few 'bugs' and EAMS is functioning according to
requirements." Further testing is planned after Division employees have been trained,
but prior to going live internally. The system is then planned to operate internally for
over 2 months before going live to outside users, and even then, the external go live is
planned as a phase-in over time.
The hearing of the Assembly Insurance Committee scheduled for April 9, 2008, is
intended to provide an opportunity for the Division to present its views on the necessity
to implement an electronic system such as EAMS, explain the various decisions it has
made along the path to implementation, and outline efforts it is making, or will be willing
to make, to address stakeholders' concerns. In addition, stakeholders will be invited to
explain their concerns, and make proposals on how the Division can better respond to
their concerns. Some of these concerns are detailed below.
Failure to Integrate EDEX
Currently, there is a software system that many stakeholders use to access the
information that they need from the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB).
The Electronic Data Exchange (EDEX) system is used to file liens, track cases, and
access a range of information. In one sense, the development of EDEX was based on
the same motivation as EAMS -the elimination of the massive volumes of paper that
was bogging down the system. Written requests for information were replaced by
electronic access by approved subscribers. These users were surprised to learn only
very recently that the plan to implement EAMS (which had been discussed as a goal for
3

Committee Chief Consultant Mark Rakich attended a demonstration of EAMS at Division offices in late
March, and the system's apparent capability is indeed impressive.
4
The system is scheduled to "Go Live" internally at the end of August, and for external users on
November 10.
5
Indeed, the Division acknowledges that EAMS has been on a "highly aggressive" timeline.
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several years) included the elimination of EDEX. The fact that the implementation plan
was so far along before these users even became aware that EDEX was targeted for
elimination is, according to stakeholders, just one example of the inadequate outreach
efforts by the Division and its technology contractors.
According to the California Society of Industrial Medicine and Surgery (CSIMS),
Establishment of the EDEX system was accomplished at no cost to the State of
California and continues to operate as a profit center for the State. This is the result of
an innovative partnership between DWC and private industry. At the request of DWC,
private companies, at their own expense, developed, marketed, distributed, upgrade,
and continue to support their proprietary PC-based software that enables DWC's
approved users (subscribers) to access the State's EDEX system via a secure, two-way,
Value-Added Network (VAN). As partners with the DWC, these private companies add
significant value to the raw data provided by the Division and charge for their software
and services. Their success and the success of EDEX are dependent on the value of
the benefits they provide to end users. For example, third-party software allows the end
users to integrate otherwise unwieldy raw DWC data into their own business systems
and workflows.
These end users are medical providers, attorneys, claims adjusters, insurance
companies, among others. According to the original Request For Proposals (RFP)
issued by the Division, EAMS was supposed to have a functionality equal to EDEX in
the areas that EAMS overlaps what EDEX provides. The RFP does not specifically
name EDEX, but according to its users, the functions specified in the RFP match EDEX
functions. The response from Deloitte to the RFP indicates that it would incorporate
EDEX-Ievel functionality. However, according to these EDEX users, somewhere along
the way this criteria was lost, and EAMS as it is now structured does not provide the
services that are available through EDEX.
Representatives of EDEX and its users believe that it is possible from a technical
perspective to incorporate the EDEX functionality into EAMS, and have communicated
this belief to the Division. However, the Division's response as of early April has not
been satisfactory, despite the Division's assertion that it is willing to work with interested
parties to ensure "EDEX-Iike" function in EAMS. Questions being raised include:
•
•
•

With EDEX's 14-year success history, why would the system be eliminated rather
than incorporated into the new EAMS system?
Why weren't EDEX users consulted in a timely fashion so that the functionality of
EDEX could be designed into EAMS?
In light of the large number of EDEX users who have developed internal systems
built around EDEX, why was the decision to eliminate EDEX made public so late
in the EAMS implementation process?
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Impact on Trial Court Operations
The WCAB is responsible for the handling of all disputes that arise in workers'
compensation cases. The trial level of the WCAB is handled by Workers Compensation
judges located at 24 district offices throughout the state. The volume of cases is
substantial. In 2007, there were over 333,000 hearings held -an average of over 6600
per week. These hearings involve determinations of whether injuries are compensable,
whether medical treatment is to be authorized, the extent of disability, and other
questions that impact the delivery of the constitutionally mandated benefits to workers
injured on the job. Any significant disruption of the trial court process can have a
serious impact on the delivery of critical health care, wage replacement, and job training
benefits that a person who is injured and out-of-work is entitled to receive.
The Division's original plan with respect to implementation of EAMS was to completely
shut down trial courts for a 3-week training period. According to both applicant and
defense attorneys who have contacted the Committee, it was only after a substantial
amount of pressure was put on the Division that this plan was abandoned. However,
even without closure, the time necessary to train the judges and other staff on how to
use EAMS creates a substantial burden on an already overloaded 6 adjudication system.
According to the Division in its letter to Assemblymember Arambula, "EAMS is expected
to reduce the case and calendar backlog that currently exists under the paper system,
so the short-term, temporary loss of docket time has been part of the planning for the
transition to EAMS."
The current plan is that a few judges will be pulled from case work early, and trained.
Then, these judges will train the remaining internal users. Thus, in the "train the
trainers" period, the courts will be operating at reduced staffing levels, with already
overburdened judges absorbing the caseloads of the judges who are being trained.
During the actual training period, courts will be shut down for 3 days a week for several
weeks, further burdening the already overloaded system. According to the Division, the
district offices will "remain open" during the training period. However, it is unclear what
exactly it means to "remain open" when the staff needed to handle the high volume of
cases is unavailable due to the necessity to attend training in the new system. The
Division asserts, however, "[e]xpedited hearings, the method by which WCJs may order
medical treatment for injured workers who are not receiving it, will continue to be
scheduled as a priority. Labor Code §5502 requires requests for expedited hearing to
be heard and decided within 30 days from the filing of a Declaration of Readiness to
Proceed. DWC expects to be able to continue to hold hearings within the 30-day
timeframe during the training period, either on the two days per week that the WCJs are
in the office, or immediately after the three-week training period." The Division has also
indicated that it has historically conducted judge training programs that resulted in lost
court time, and that in light of the demands for EAMS training, no other training will be

6

In recent years, backlogs of cases became a serious problem. The creation of a Court Administrator
was designed to improve the backlog. And while significant progress has been made, the volume of
cases continues to cause statutory timeframes for hearing cases to be missed.
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scheduled for 2008. Thus, they argue, the down time will not be as significant as it
appears.
Attorneys who have contacted the Committee remain skeptical that expedited hearings
can be handled in a timely manner, and further worry that all other matters will be
postponed. They have suggested that pro tern judges 7 be used to help fill this staffing
problem. It has been represented to Committee staff that applicant and defense
attorneys could easily identify and agree upon sufficient qualified pro tern judge
resources to resolve this concern. This suggestion has not been embraced by the
Division. In fact, the Division asserts that using pro tern judges would add additional
burdens, as opposed to relieving burdens, on the Division. Questions include:
•

•

What impact will the necessarily reduced available staffing have on handling
cases of injured workers, and how will this impact the backlog of cases not
meeting the statutory timeframes?
Has the Division considered a temporary increase in the use of pro tern judges
as a way to overcome the lost court time that the training causes?

System Capacity
The theoretical goal of EAMS is to go completely paperless. While acknowledging that
this goal is not literally achievable, the realistic goal is to be as paperless as possible.
This means that the system must have adequate capacity to be accessed by all of the
users who want to use the system.
The current design of EAMS allows for 2,500 "licenses." The term "license" is
somewhat misleading, and has caused a great deal of concern and confusion among
stakeholders. The term does not mean that only 2,500 users will be allowed to have
EAMS access. There is in theory a limitless number user IDs and passwords that can
be given out to external users. However, the 2,500 number does pose policy and
budgetary questions.
EAMS as designed currently and as it will be when the "Go Live" dates arrive later this
year will have the capacity to have 2,500 users at any one time. 1,200 of these access
ports will be reserved for the exclusive use of internal users who work at the various
units within the Division. 1,300 of these access ports will be available to outside users.
What this means is that at any given time, only 1,300 of the thousands of doctors,
lawyers, claimants, claims adjusters, insurance companies and others who have
legitimate reasons to be accessing the system can be connected at any one time.
Medical providers need to be regularly following cases to keep track of liens. Lawyers
must use the system to obtain forms, file documents, schedule hearings, research the
relevant documents in their cases, etc. Claims adjusters and insurance companies
need to be able to track and manage their files through EAMS.
7

The WCAB already uses protem judges. Suggestions have been made to simply rely a little more on
these temporary judges for the training period as method to replace the judges in training.
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A. Introduction
The most recent report on the state Unemployment Fund estimates that it
will be in the red by $1.6 billion by the end of2009, and face a deficit of
$3.5 billion by the end of2010. The deficits may be worse, however, since
these estimates rely on an unemployment rate of 6.4 percent for calendar
year 2008 and 6.6 percent for 2009 while the actual unemployment rate is
already 7.7 percent as of August 2008.
This paper will provide background information on the Unemployment
Insurance (UI) Program and the Unemployment Fund, identify average and
maximum benefits, describe the funding mechanism, provide a status report
on the Unemployment Fund, note future projections on the condition of the
Fund, and present options for returning the Fund to solvency.
B. Background on UI Program and Unemployment Fund
The unemployment insurance program was established by Congress over 70
years ago, during the Great Depression, as part of the Social Security Act in
193 5. This federal law requires individual states to enact an unemployment
insurance--law with a purpose to provide tempor-ary-wagereplacemenr
assistance to workers who are unemployed through no fault of their own.
The federal law establishes the basic structure of the UI Program, while state
law sets forth the benefits and the tax structure.
The UI Program provides unemployment insurance compensation to covered
employees who become unemployed and meet a series of eligibility criteria.
Unemployment insurance promotes economic stability for unemployed
workers and communities by maintaining the workers' purchasing power.

1. Unemployment Fund
The state Employment Development Department (EDD) administers the
Unemployment Fund as part of the federal-state partnership of the UI
Program. 1 The state Unemployment Fund is a special fund into which
employer contributions are deposited. The purpose of this fund is to pay for
the regular UI benefits of eligible unemployed workers.
2. Funding for Unemployment Insurance
The UI Program is funded entirely by employers who pay payroll taxes on
each employee. Employers pay a federal tax that funds program
administration and the federal share of extended benefits to workers, while
the state tax pays for regular benefit payments to unemployed individuals.
After receiving an offset of 5.4% against the federal tax rate (6.2%), federal
UI taxes on most employers is a net tax of0.8 percent on the first $7,000 of
each employee's earnings, or $56 per employee per year. 2
The state UI tax system is composed of multiple parts that are interrelated.
These pieces include the taxable wage base; an experience modified tax rate,
employee earnings requirements, minimum and maximum benefit amounts,
and the number of UI beneficiaries. Each of these components is discussed
in more detail below.
a. Taxable Wage Base
Federal law requires a minimum taxable wage base of$7,000. This means
that each state must require employers to pay unemployment taxes on the
first $7,000 of each employee's wages. Federal law does not set a maximum

1

State statutory authority: Sections 1521 et seq. of the California Unemployment Insurance Code.

2

Employers are subject to a 6.2 percent federal tax, but receive an offset of 5.4 percent against the federal
tax rate, resulting in a net federal tax of0.8 percent on the first $7,000 in the wages of an employee, or a net
cost to the employer of$56 per employee per year. This tax credit can be eliminated by the U.S.
Department of Labor if a state's UI laws do not conform to the federal requirements. The tax credit can
also be reduced if a state Unemployment Fund is insolvent and must borrow from the federal government,
and the state fails to repay the loan in given period of time.
Public employers do not pay federal or state UI taxes. Instead, they reimburse the Unemployment Fund for
all UI benefits paid to their former employees.
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taxable wage base level and allows states to set their own taxable wage base.
Table A provides a listing of the states and their taxable wage bases.
California has the lowest taxable wage base allowed by federal law at
$7,000, 3 and this figure has not changed since 1983. Presently, 42 states tax
more than the first $7,000 of employee earnings. The average national
taxable wage base is $13,774, and Idaho has the highest taxable wage base at
$32,200. For employers with higher-wage and full-time employees, this
wage base may be 10% or less of total wages paid. For other employers,
with low-wage and seasonal employees, this wage base can be as much as
70% or more of total wages paid.
Average wages in California have risen over time as the cost-of-living has
-risen. A significant number of states (18) use "indexing" to automatically
increase the taxable wage base annually, reflecting changes in average
wages. The basic principle involved in this approach is that as wages
increase with the cost of living, the funding base must also grow
proportionately.
Without indexing or periodic increases in the taxable wage base, the
Unemployment Fund can experience a built-in downward spiral towards
insolvency. This is because as wages rise over time, the benefit payouts
from the Fund will rise as more individuals qualify for higher weekly benefit
amounts. Yet, with a static taxable wage base, revenues into the Fund will
not keep pace with increased benefit payouts. This would be true even if
there are no statutory benefit increases over time. 4
b. Tax Rate
Federal law requires a maximum tax rate of at least 5.4% for state UI taxes.
States must adopt at least a 5.4 percent rate in order for that state's
employers to receive the full credit against the federal UI tax, as noted
above.

3

California is one of eight states with the lowest taxable wage base in the nation.

4

While California has had benefit increases in the 25 years since the state adopted the $7,000 taxable wage
base, California's current benefit level ranks 40th in the nation using the standard federal measure (i.e.,
average benefits divided by average weekly wage). Source: DOLIETNOWS Division of Fiscal and
Actuarial Services.
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In California, there are seven tax schedules (AA- F), with rates ranging
from 0.1 to 5.4 percent. This range is explained more fully in the
"Experience Rating" section, below. The additional 15 percent "emergency
solvency surcharge" (the F+ Schedule) increases the maximum tax rate to
6.2 percent. California employers are presently subject to the F+ Schedule
and these costs range from $105 to $434 per employee per year.
For the last 25 years, UI tax revenue has been capped at the taxable wage
ceiling of $7,000 and the maximum tax rate of 5.4 percent (plus the
emergency solvency surcharge).
3. Experience Rating
Federal law allows reduced tax rates based on an individual employer's
experience with regard to unemployment, or "experience rating." When a
former employee collects UI benefits, those payments represent a charge to
the employer. The more charges to the employer's account, the higher the
tax rate to the employer. If an employer maintains a stable workforce, his or
her tax rate will be lower. Thus, experience rating serves as an incentive for
employers to take actions that minimize employee layoffs.
California uses a "pooled-risk" insurance fund approach. This approach
requires all participating employers to pay UI taxes that are pooled into a
common fund for benefit payments. Pooled-risk requires all employers to
assume some liability for the state's unemployed workers, helping to defray
the high UI costs of employers with high experience ratings:--Employers
who hire many temporary or seasonal workers can be expected to pay at a
higher rate than employers who don't have frequent layoffs. However, the
higher tax rate paid by those employers may not be sufficient to recover all
of the additional costs to the UI system. Therefore, these extra costs are
spread across the system to all employers. It is estimated that 36% of the UI
benefits result from this spreading of costs.
4. Earnings Requirements of Employees
Individuals may be eligible for UI benefits if they earn sufficient wages
during a base period. In California, an unemployed worker must have
earned a minimum of$1,300 in a single calendar quarter or $1,125 during a
base period, consisting of a 12-month period in the past (but generally
excluding the 4- 6 months immediately previous to becoming unemployed).
4

California has one of the lowest base period earnings requirements. The
State of North Carolina has one of the highest base period earnings
requirement at $4,291.
An individual's most recent earnings prior to becoming unemployed are not
considered when establishing eligibility for UI benefits, and this penalizes
some employees who work in industries such as construction and agriculture
in which the main earnings are during summer or fall months.
5. Weekly Benefit Amount and Duration
Currently in California, the benefit amount ranges from a minimum of $40
per week to a maximum of $450 per week. The average weekly benefit in
California is $307. California's UI benefit level is equal to an income
replacement rate of 50% of the employee's earnings, with a maximum
benefit of $450 per week. The State of Massachusetts has the highest
maximum weekly benefit amount of $600 for an unemployed worker, and
$900 per week for those unemployed with dependents.
Regular UI benefits are payable for a maximum of 26 weeks. There is a
one-week waiting period for which no benefits are paid to an unemployed
worker. Regular UI benefits are paid by state UI funds. Extended UI
benefits are paid by the federal government and generally are for a
maximum of 13 weeks, per extension, to unemployed workers who continue
to be unemployed after the state benefits have been exhausted.
6. The Number ofUI Beneficiaries
California's unemployment rate increased to 7. 7 percent of the labor force in
August 2008. This is the highest rate of the last 12 years. Last year, the
unemployment rate in California was 5.5 percent. In August 2008, 1.4
million people were unemployed in the state, an increase of 413,000
unemployed persons from one year earlier. Also, in August 2008, there was
an average of 504,667 UI weekly claims filed, 5 compared to 352,725 in
August of 2007, or a 4 3 percent increase in the number of UI claims filed
from one year ago.

5

These figures represent weeks claimed and may include individuals collecting multiple times.

5

C. Condition of the Unemployment Fund
The most recent report on the Unemplo)'!llent Fund estimates that it will
have a deficit by March of next year. This forecast uses an unemployment
rate of6.4 percent for calendar year 2008 and 6.6 percent for 2009.
However, the unemployment rate is already 7.7 percent and the number of
unemployed workers and UI claimants has been growing rapidly.
Even under the overly optimistic unemployment scenario, EDD estimates
that the Unemployment Fund would be in the red by $1.6 billion by the end
of2009, and to have a deficit of$3.5 billion by the end of2010. 6 As a result
of the significantly higher unemployment levels, we can expect the
Unemployment Fund to have a much greater deficit than the EDD estimates
next year, and each of the following years for the foreseeable future. While
the Unemployment Fund may remain solvent through the end of 2008, it is
likely that it becomes insolvent in early 2009.
In the past two years, the Unemployment Fund has received approximately
$5 billion in revenue and disbursed approximately the same amount annually
in UI benefit payments. In 2008, the Fund expects to receive $5 billion in
revenue and to pay total benefits of $6.8 billion. It is important to note that
even in the overly optimistic unemployment scenario noted above, 7 the
Unemployment Fund is projected to receive $5 billion in 2009 and $5.2
billion in 2010 while disbursing $7.2 billion in 2009 and $7.2 billion in
2010.

D. Effects of Deficit
When the state Unemployment Fund has insufficient funds to pay benefits,
the state must borrow funds from the federal government but these funds
must be repaid. The federal government requires repayment of the principal
and charges interest if the loan is not repaid by September 30. Furthermore,
if additional borrowing occurs between October 1 and December 31, interest
is payable for that period and for the prior months. However, federal law
prohibits the state from paying the interest from the state Unemployment
6

EDD made this projection in May, and is scheduled to release new estimates in late October. To date
(I Oil 108), we have the advantage of knowing the unemployment rates and UI claims levels for June, July,
and August of2008.
7

6.4 percent unemployment rate in 2009 and 6.6 percent unemployment rate in 20 I 0.

6

Fund. Thus, the state will have to find another source of state funds to pay
the interest costs, placing the state General Fund at risk of covering these
costs.

E. Policy Options
In October, EDD will be releasing its updated projections on the condition of
the Unemployment Fund. Those projections are expected to incorporate the
actual higher rates of unemployment in the state. The new information will
be considered when working on options for resolving the financial crises
facing the Unemployment Fund.
The Assembly Insurance Committee and the Assembly Budget
Subcommittee No. 4 have asked EDD for policy options to consider for
returning the UI Fund to solvency. To date, we have not received these
policy options·.
In order to consider policy options, it may be necessary for the Legislature
and Governor to decide those key policies that would guide the writing of
the corrective legislation. Among the policies that can be considered are the
following: 8
•

Should the Unemployment Fund be restructured to establish
"Counter-cyclical Financing," or continue on a "Pay as You Go
Basis"?
In a "counter-cyclical financing" structure, during periods of
economic prosperity, employers pay into the Fund at levels that will
support UI benefits during downturns in the economy. This method
of financing is also called "forward funding." In the "pay as you go
financing" structure, which California currently uses, there are
insufficient funds during periods of high unemployment and the need
for extra financing.

•

Should the taxable wage base be adjusted?

8

The source of many of these policy options is the briefmg paper "California's Unemployment Insurance
Trust Fund is at Risk oflnsolvency," by Rona Sherriff, California Senate Office of Research, August 2003.

7

UI payroll taxes are assessed on a taxable wage base, rather than on
total wages paid to each employee. California uses the lowest
federally-allowed wage base ($7,000), and most nearby states have a
higher taxable wage base (Nevada is $24,600, Oregon is $30,200, and
Washington is $31,400). California's taxable wage base has failed to
keep pace with increases in the cost of living or with wages.
Increasing the taxable wage base would generate additional revenue to
the Unemployment Fund.
• Should the maximum UI tax be increased?
Maximum UI tax rates range from 5.4 percent to 10 percent across the
United States. A low maximum tax rate has the effect of holding
down UI costs for employers with high utilization rates for UI benefits
and spreading these costs over the rest of the employer population.
While nine states have the lowest taxable wage base ($7,000), only six
states have both the lowest maximum tax rate and the lowest taxable
wage ceiling. Revenue in the Unemployment Fund is directly related
to the maximum tax rate and the taxable wage base. One option for
increasing the Fund would be to increase the maximum tax rate.
• Should the solvency surcharge be increased?
California and 24 other states assess a surtax on employers when the
balance in the state's unemployment fund falls below a specified level.
California's solvency surcharge is 1.15 precent of the employer's tax
rate when the Unemployment Fund falls below 0.6 percent of taxable
payroll. The threshold for assessment of a solvency surcharge or the
amount of the surcharge could be increased to generate additional
revenue to the Fund.
•

Should access to UI benefits be maintained at current levels for
workers across the spectrum of earnings?
Changes in eligibility requirements can affect the ability of low wage
and part-time workers to qualifY for benefits. Only nine states have
earnings requirements lower than California.

8

•

Should the state issue a bond to help the Unemployment Fund?
Some states have authority to issue bonds to pay benefit costs as a
way of avoiding taking out a federal loan. They assess special taxes
to pay the bonds and related costs.

It is recommended that the Legislature and Governor confer with
stakeholders to examine the goals, objectives and ramifications of these
policies, individually and in combination with each other. Finally, it will be
important to agree upon an approach, perhaps a working group, or other
structure that allow these options, and others, to be fully considered and
evaluated.
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